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1.0 Introduction
This report describes the research carried out under ARO grant # DAAL03-92-G0234 titled "Optoelectronic Integrated Circuits Fabricated Using Atomic Layer Epitaxy."
This grant was a three-year program proposed to explore the possibility of using atomic
layer epitaxy (ALE) and laser assisted ALE (LALE) as technologies to fabricate
optoelectronic integrate circuits. ALE is the epitaxial growth technique that is
characterized by sequentially exposing the wafer surface with in and V reactants under
conditions in which a single atomic layer is formed during each exposure cycle. ALE was
chosen as an approach to investigate because it is possible to control the layer thickness
and uniformity of materials over large areas by the inherent saturated layer-by-layer
growth^"'. Furthermore, we had shown in a series of papers that selective area growth
using localized laser assistance was possible in this growth regime as well . This
opened up the possibility that different devices structures could be grown on different
parts of the wafer by changing the laser excitation pattern during growth. The early work
on ALE and LALE was performed in small atmospheric pressure reactor vessels that
were not amenable to the fabrication of large devices or integrated circuits. Furthermore,
the use of atmospheric pressure made it impossible to devise a reactor in which light
access was possible in a practical way. As a resuh, we planned to investigate the use of a
UHV reactor chamber on which high quality quartz v^ndows could be placed to allow
high-resolution optical access to the wafer surface. It also made it possible to access the
surface with other beams such as electron beams and ion beams. E-beams were viewed as
a means to achieve high resolution localized growth and ion beams were viewed as a
possible means to investigate growth Avith other sources and to alter the surface reaction
kinetics.
The research was divided into three distinct areas of work: fundamental studies of
the ALE process, studies of the growth of GaAs by ultrhigh vacuum ALE (VALE) and
selected area growth of GaAs by laser assisted ALE. The fundamental studies were part
of a more general program to investigate surface reactions in ALE and were jointly
supported by ONR and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory. The VALE studies
and the selected area growth studies were also jointly supported by NREL.
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2.0 Fundamental Studies
In order to be able to scale up the VALE process and to control the residual
doping in the material, a system for the investigation of surface reaction mechanisms was
established in previous programs and expanded in this program to include new techniques
for understanding the surface reactions. A reaction chamber was added to a commercial
ESC A system to allow rapid transfer of samples between the reaction chamber and the
analysis chamber. This system was further modified to include the following analysis
tools on the reaction chamber: RHEED, mass spectroscopy (MS), and reflection
difference spectroscopy (RDS). Earlier studies of our group had used the RDS'"^ and MS*
tools to correlate the changes in surface structure with evolution of gaseous species fi"om
the surface after exposure with ALE reactants. During this program these studies were
expanded the to focus on the correlation between the RDS transients and the RHEED
transients after exposure. These studies are described in Appendix 1 attached to this
document:
Appendix 1
B. Y. Maa, P. D. Dapkus, P. Chen, and A. Madhukar, "A Real-Time Study of the
Reflection High Energy Electron Diflfraction Specular Beam Intensity During Atomic
Layer Epitaxy of GaAs" Appl. Phys. Lett. 62, 2551 (1993)
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Figure I Schematic diagram of reaction system for studies ofsurface reactions in ALE.
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3.0 Vacuum ALE Studies
In these studies, a custom built UHV system was built to perform VALE studies on foil
wafers. A gas source manifold that permitted the pulsed introduction of the reactants into
the chamber as a molecular beam fed the chamber. These beams impinged on the wafer
which was surrounded by a leaky quartz vessel that permitted the local pressure around
the wafer to rise to the 10'^ Torr range during the pulsed dose of reactants but which
could be rapidly evacuated after the pulse was terminated. In this way the reactants were
afforded the opportunity to interact with the wafer surface more than once to increase the
reactant utilization.
A complete study of the growth of GaAs and related compounds using this system was
completed and resuhed in a publication and a PhD dissertation by Ming Yung Jow. The
conclusion of this study was that it was indeed possible to achieve uniform layer by layer
ALE growth of GaAs using this technique over a certain temperature range and that the
surface reaction mechanisms resulted in truly atomic layer saturation and growth. It was
found that only trimethylgallium (TMGa) was suitable as a saturating Ga source and that
tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) was preferable to arsine as the As source because of its lower
decomposition temperature. In spite of these positive findings, a serious difficulty arose
in the general use of this approach for growth of compound semiconductors. The growth
rate was limited by the cycle time needed to reduce the background carrier concentration
to an acceptable level. Methyl radicals on the surface can result in the incorporation of
large concentrations of C in the crystal unless they are removed by exposure to TBAs. To
achieve a background carrier concentration below as 10^^ cm"^ required exposure times
and exposure levels of TBAs that were impractical for growth of GaAs. Triethylgallium
was explored for VALE growth and found to produce low carrier concentration but poor
monolayer growth characteristics. The details of these studies are presented in the
following two appendices to this report:
Appendix 2
Ming Y. Jow, Ben Y. Maa, Takashi Morishita and P. D. Dapkus, "Growth of GaAs by
Vacuum Atomic Layer Epitaxy Using Tertiarybutylarsine" J. Electron. Materials 24, 25 29(1994).
Appendix 3
Ming Yung Jow, "Vacuum atomic layer epitaxy of GaAs using various metalorganic
precursors," Ph. D. Dissertation, University of Southern California, 1994.

4.0 Selective Area Growth Using Laser Assisted ALE and Vaccum Atomic Layer
Epitaxy
Selective area growth of GaAs under laser stimulation had been studied by USC for
several years prior to the start of this program. During the early stages of the program
some of the final work on laser assisted growth was completed. This study emphaisized
the improvement of materials quality by the use of triethylgallium and teritarybutylarsine
as precursor. This work is summarized in Appendices 4 and 5:
Appendix 4
Q. Chen, C. A. Beyler, P. D. Dapkus, J. J. Alwan, and J. J. Coleman, "Use of
tertiarybutylarsine in atomic layer epitaxy and laser assisted atomic layer epitaxy of
device quality GaAs," Appl. Phys. Lett. 60, 2418 (1992).
Appendix 5
Q. Chen and P. D. Dapkus, "Growth and characterization of device quality GaAs
produced by laser assisted atomic layer epitaxy using triethylgallium," Thin Solid Fihns
225,115(1993).
Selective area growth of GaAs on dielectric patterned substrates using vacuum atomic
layer epitaxy was also studied. The purpose of this work was to determine the quaUty and
morphology of GaAs grown in patterns on substrates. This work is reported in the
Appendix 6:
Appendix 6
M.Y. Jow, M.H. MacDougal, N.C. Frateschi, B.Y. Maa, P.D. Dapkus, and T.
Morishita, "Vacuum Atomic Layer Epitaxy - An Approach to Controlledd Selective Area
Epitaxy," Proc. of the Symposium on Large Area Wafer Growth adn Processing for
Electronic and Photonic Devices and Twentieth State-of-the-Art Program on Compound
Semiconductors (SOTAPOCS XX), Ed. by D.N. Buckley, S.A. Ringel and F. Ren, pp.
230-239, proceedings vol. 94-18, The Electrochemical Society (1995).
Finally, vacuum atomic layer epitaxy was used as a means to passivate the surfaces of
laser facets formed by dry etching. It was found that (100) etched facets could be
passivated to produce laser performance comparable to cleaved facets. This work is
described in Appendix 7:
Appendix?
N. C. Frateschi, M. Y. Jow, P. D. Dapkus, and A. F. J. Levi, "InGaAs/GaAs quantum
well lasers with dry etched mirror passivated by vacuum atomic layer epitaxy," Appl.
Phys. Lett. 65, 1748 (1994).
5.0 Summary and Future Directions
Atomic layer epitaxy was studied as a potential technology to enable optoelectronic
integration. In particular, vacuum atomic layer epitaxy was developed as a means to
achieve large area uniform epitaxial growth. This requirement was satisfied.
Unfortunately, the residual background carrier concentration that attended the monolayer
per cycle growth mode was too high to be of use in most device applications except as
Ohmic contacts and surface passivation layers. The high doping is related to the use of
TMGa as the Ga source, which, in turn, is required for the monolayer growth mode.
Triethylgallium produces high quality material with low background concentrations of C,

but does not produce saturated monolayer per exposure cycle growth. Should a precursor
be developed that can satisfy both of these criteria simultaneously, ALE and laser assisted
ALE have been shown to be useful approaches to area selective growth of uniform layers.
No further research in the vane of the studies performed here is warranted until such a
precursor is found.
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Appendix 1
B. Y. Maa, P. D. Dapkus, P. Chen, and A. Madhukar, "A RealTime Study of the Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction
Specular Beam Intensity During Atomic Layer Epitaxy of
GaAs" Appl. Phys. Lett. 62, 2551 (1993)

Real-time study of the reflection high energy electron diffraction specular
beam intensity during atomic layer epitaxy of GaAs
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P. Chen and A. Madhukar
Department of Materials Science and Engineering and the Center for Photonic Technology. University
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(Received 7 January 1993; accepted for publication 17 February 1993)
The intensity behavior of the specular beam in reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) from GaAs (001) is investigated during the exposure of trimethylgallium (TMGa)
and tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) in atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) of GaAs. The temporal behavior
of RHEED specular beam intensity corresponding to the transient behavior of the reflectance
diflFerence (RD) at 632.8 mn reveals several phases of surface reactions in ALE using TMGa
and TBAs. RHEED specular beam intensity relaxation after short exposure to TMGa shows a
longer time constant than that observed by RD, suggesting that it is the result of the overall
changes in the surface atomic arrangements and morphology whereas the latter is responding to
the formation/annihilation of Ga dimers.
The exploitation of atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) of
III-V semiconductors has generated considerable interest
due to its promise of crystal growth of layers with uniform
thickness and control at the atomic level.''^ Since ALE is
an inherently surface controlled growth process, understanding the surface reactions involved is becoming increasingly important for optimizing the reactor design and
growth conditions. Several surface science approaches have
been taken to examine the chemisorption and decomposition of trimethylgallium (TMGa) in ALE of GaAs.^"^ Recently, we appHed in situ real-time reflectance difference
(RD) and transient sampled beam mass spectroscopy to
investigate surface reactions and reaction rates in ALE of
GaAs using TMGa and tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) as gallium and arsenic sources, respectively.^^ Combined with a
mass spectroscopy study' that identifies the desorbing
chemical species and their time dependent behavior, several phases are unambiguously revealed in the self-limiting
ALE growth of GaAs. A reaction kinetics model is thus
established to account for the various phases in ALE of
GraAs.
It is known that the RHEED specular beam intensity
is sensitive to the surface and diffraction conditions.'"'^ Its
variation contains rich information on both the surface
atomic structure and morphology and hence is useful for
monitoring the surface kinetics processes during growth. It
should be noted that in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
the RHEED specular beam intensity variation may be correlated directly to the surface morphology if the surface
phase condition and RHEED diffraction condition are
kept constant'"" In ALE, by contrast, the influence of
surface atomic structure must be considered since the
growth surface undergoes different surface phase conditions and exhibits various surface reconstructions related
to surface atomic structure. ^^ Recognizing the distinctly
important impact of surface reconstructions on the surface
reaction kinetics, we used RHEED previously to identify
the surface reconstructions before and after ALE processes."'"-'^ Recently, Depairs et aL attempted to corre-

late the RHEED beam intensity with the surface stoichiometry and reconstruction by depositing Ga on GaAs Asstabilized surfaces from an elemental Ga source (MBE
type).'^ In this letter, we report the use of real-time
RHEED specular beam intensity measurement to monitor
the surface reaction processes in ALE of GaAs using
TMGa and TBAs. The reflectance difference (RD) transient is simultaneously measured. Different time constants
for the intensity variation observed in these two measurements indicate that while RD is responding to the evolution of Ga dimers, RHEED specular beam intensity is the
result of the overall changes in the surface atomic arrangements and morphology.
The experiments were performed in an UHV system
described previously.' The samples, 10X12 mm* n-type
GaAs (001) substrates, were degreased and etched in
H2S04:H202 Jl20=5:l:l for about 2 min. After the sample was loaded into the chamber, it was degassed at 300 *C
for 30 min and deoxidized at 610 *C where a distinct
RHEED 2X4 As-stabilized pattern was observed, then a
layer of GaAs~ 100 A-thick was deposited by ALE. The
TMGa and TBAs pressures used in the experiments were
3X10-* and SXlO"' Torr, respectively. For RHEED
measurements, a primary electron beam of 8 keV was incident on the substrate at a grazing angle of ^ 1.1" along
the [110] azimuth. The specular b^m intensity was measured by a photodetector located in front of a TV monitor
where the RHEED pattern imaged with a CCD camera
was displayed. For RD measuu:ements, the 6328 A line of a
He-Ne laser was used as the light source. At this-wavelength, the RD signal monitors the formation and/or annihilation of surface Ga-Ga dimers.'* One concern in the
study of surface reactions of TMGa and TBAs by RHEED
is the possibility of artifacts introduced by the high energy
electrons. RD transients were therefore scanned in areas
exposed and unexposed to electrons and little difference in
the RD response was found. We conclude that, under our
experimental conditions, these high energy electrons have
little influence on the surface processes.
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FIG. I. The temporal RHEED specular beam intensity along [110]. A
sequence of 51 TMGa exposures followed by 15 a pumping and 7 s TBAs
exposures is carried out at 525 'C

Figure 1 shows the variation of the RHEED specular
beam intensity at a substrate temperature of 525 'C with a
sequence of 5 s TMGa exposure, 15 s pumping, and finally
7 s TBAs exposure. Upon TMGa exposure, the RHEED
intensity decreased rapidly for 3 s and then slowly rebounded. After the termination of the TMGa exposure, the
RHEED intensity gradually relaxes and saturates at a
lower level. At this point the RHEED pattern exhibits a
4x6 reconstruction characteristic of a Ga-stabilized surface." Upon commencement of the TBAs flow, the
RHEED intensity increases rapidly and saturates at an
exposure of 4 s. After termination of the TBAs flow, the
intensity increases again and finally saturates to the level of
the starting surface. The RHEED also reverts to the Asstabilized-2X4^ttem.
In Fig. 2 are shown the temporal variations of
RHEED specular beam intensity at three difierent substrate temperatures (r,). The surface, initially a 2x4 reconstruction, is then exposed to four consecutive 1 s
TMGa exposures with 15 s interruption between each exposure. Intensity relaxations are observed that are quite
different for each diflFerent exposure stage and each T,.
During the interruption after the first exposure, more intensity relaxation is seen at 550'C [Fig. 2(c)] than at
500 'C [Fig. 2(a)] and, at the end of the interruption, the
RHEED pattern changes to a threefold for 550 'C while it
remains twofold for 500'C. By contrast, during the interruption after the second exposure, less intensity relaxation
is seen at 550 'C than at 500 'C and, after the interruption,
RHEED shows threefold pattern at all three T,. Also,
during the second exposure, the intensity shows small rebounds at 525 and 550 'C while it monotonically decreases
at 500 "C. In the third and fourth exposures, the intensity
variations at all T, exhibit rebounds, with the lower the T,,
showing a larger rebound.
Figure 3 show the temporal variation of RD and
RHEED specular beam intensity measured simultaneously
at 500 'C. Again, four consecutive 1 s TMGa exposures
were applied to the initial 2x4 As-stabilized surface with a
15 s interruption in between. The RHEED intensity relax2552
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FIG. 2. The temporal RHEED specular beam intensity and its pattern
along [110]. Four consecutive I s TMGa exposures were applied to the
initial 2X4 As-stabilized surface with a 15 s interruption between each
exposure at (a) 500, (b) 525, and (c) 550'C. The arrows indicate the
moment Ga exposure starts.

ation during interruption coincides with the RD signal increase upon the termination of TMGa exposure and the
intensity rebound in RHEED intensity variation, to a dip
in the RD signal." However, the RD signal saturates
much faster than the RHEED intensity. In converting this
Ga-stabilized surface to the As-stabilized surface, we carried out three consecutive 2 s TBAs exposures with a 15 s
interruption in between. The RD signal decreases upon
each exposure and saturates at the end of second TBAs
exposure. The RHEED intensity shows a similar stepwise
increase with a broadened twofold and a sharp narrow
twofold pattern after the first and second exposure, respectively.
The observed intensity decrease when a 2x4 As-rich
surface is exposed to TMGa and converted to a Ga-rich
surface (as shown in Fig. 1) is similar to that observed by
Deparis et al. on an As-stabilized surface with increasing
Ga deposition in MBE." In both cases the surface goes
through a reconstruction transition from 2x4 through
3X1 to 4X6, indicating the common relation of the
RHEED specular beam intensity and the surface atomic
structure. A major difference in the temporal RHEED intensity using TMGa as the Ga source is the occurrence of
the rebound beyond a certain TMGa exposure and a long
time constant for relaxation after the TMGa exposure, indicating that surface reaction kinetic processes occurring in
ALE is different from those in MBE.
As discussed in our proposed model of reaction kinetMaaefa/.
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FIG. 3. RD (upper) transient and RHEED (lower) specular beam intensity variation measured simultaneously for a sequence of TMGa and
TBAs exposures at 500 *C For TMGa, four consecutive 1 s exposures
with each 15 s interruption in between are applied and, for TBAs, three
consecutive 2 s exposures with each 15 s interruption in between. The
arrows indicate the starting of the exposures.

ics in ALE,^^ TMGa is at first decomposed into GaCH3
and two CH3 methyl radicals. Further decomposition of
GaCHj results in gallium atoms which tend to form
Ga-Ga dimer bonds and become incorporated into GaAs.
The released CH3 methyl radicals could desorb from the
surface, or attach to surface As dimers or newly formed
gallium dimers by breaking the corresponding dimer
bonds. After TMGa exposure is terminated, the attached
CH3 methyl radicals desorb from the surface and the Ga
dimer bonds are recovered as revealed by RD measurement. These reactions are dependent on the surface
reconstruction/stoichiometry and substrate temperatures.
Thus, the stronger relaxation of RHEED specular beam
intensity and the quicker change of the surface reconstruction to threefold at 550'C [Fig. 2(c)] during the interruption after the surface exposure indicates that, on an initial
As-stabilized 2X4 surface, the chemisorption and decomposition of TMGa proceeds faster at higher T,. However,
the relaxation after the second TMGa exposure becomes
weaker at high T,. Also, a small rebound appears at 550 'C
[Fig. 2(c)] while intensity decreases monotonically at
500 'C [Fig. 2(a)]. These imply that the different surface
reconstruction/stoichiometry induced by the first TMGa
exposure at different T, results in distinct reaction kinetics
for impinging TMGa. The correspondence of the RHEED
intensity rebound to the dip in the RD transient is shown
in Fig. 3. The dip in RD signal is related to the breakdown
of Ga dimer bonds due to the attachment of CH3 radicals
which becomes increasingly important as the siuface becomes Ga-rich.'"^ Thus, the intensity rebound behavior observed at different T, in Fig. 2 might be related to the

temperature dependence of these reactions: the weaker rebound at 550 °C indicating stronger desorption of GaCH3
and CH3 at high T, and hence the surface being less disturbed. This interpretation of the observed RHEED intensity variation is plausible and shows the usefulness of
RHEED intensity in monitoring the surface reaction kinetics processes.
An exponential fit to the RHEED intensity relaxation
after 4x6 Ga-rich surfaces were exposed to TMGa gives a
time constant of 4.6, 1.7. and 1.4 s at 500, 525, and 550'C,
respectively. These recovery times are longer than those
obtained from RD study which gives 0.9,0.4, 0.2 s at 500,
525, and 550 °C, respectively. While the RD transient measured at He-Ne laser wavelength (632.8 nm) is sensitive to
the formation/annihilation of Ga dimers, the RHEED intensity variation is the result of the overall changes in the
surface atomic structure and morphology. The slower relaxation of RHEED intensity in contrast to the RD signal
variation indicates that although Ga dimers are already
re-established the changes on the surface, dther the atomic
structure or the morphology, or both, are not completed.
The intensity variation behavior during the TBAs exposure
is quite different from that during TMGa exposure and will
be discussed elsewhere.
In summary, the study of RHEED specular beam intensity behavior on GaAs (001) in ALE of GaAs using
TMGa and TBAs shows the strong dependence of intensity
variation on the surface reaction kinetic processes and its
usefiilness in monitoring the actual growth. The difference
of intensity recovery constants in RHEED intensity relaxation and RD signal transient shows that the surface recovery processes probed by these two techniques are different.
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Growth of GaAs by Vacuum Atomic Layer Epitaxy
Using Tertiarybutylarsine
MING Y. JOW, BANG Y. MAA, TAKASHI MORISHITA,* and
P. DANIEL DAPKUS
Department of Materials Science and Electrical Engineering, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089
We report the results of GaAs grown by vacuum atomic layer epitaxy using
trimethylgaUium (TMGa) and tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) as the group III and
V sources. The growth rate saturates at one monolayer per cycle for a wide range
of growth parameters. The temperature window for monolayer growth is as wide
as 70°C. All the films are p-type with the carrier concentration depending on the
exposure conditions of TMGa and TBAs.
Key words: Atomic layer epitaxy, GaAs, tertiarybutylarsine

INTRODUCTION
Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) is an attractive crystal
growth technique in which self-limited decomposition
of the reactants on substrate surfaces results in a
strong saturation of the growth rate. As a result, the
material is grown digitally, atomic layer by atomic
layer. This property enables ALE to control the layer
thickness and impurity doping at the atomic level, i-"
Atomic layer epitaxy has also been used to demonstrate
selective area and side wall growth which are important for the integration of optical and electronic devices
in optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs).'^ Although ALE technology is in infancy, it has already
shown great potential for future apphcations.
When the first demonstrations of saturated monolayer growth of GaAs were performed under UHV
•Central Laboratory, ASAHI Chemical Industry Co. Ltd.,
2-1 Samajima, Fuji City, Sizuoka, 416 Japan.
(Received October 12,1993; revised September 16,1994)

conditions, the poor sat\iration, high carrier concentration, and long cycle times observed led to more
extensive ALE studies at near atmospheric pressya-e.^To investigate the cause of these initial UHV
limitations and to develop a suitable ALE process, we
have been motivated to re-examine a UHV based ALE
process. Since the self-Umiting mechanism of ALE is
a surface reaction process, the suppression of gas
phase decomposition of the reactants is a critical issue
for successful ALE growth. Vacuimi atomic layer
epitaxy (VALE) avoids gas phase reaction and is
expected to have wider ALE growth window and
potentially better film quahty.
In this paper, we present a VALE reactor design
and results on growth rate and background impurity
incorporation observed in the VALE growth of GaAs
using trimethylgaUium (TMGa) and tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs). We demonstrate saturated monolayer growth over a wide range of conditions and also
demonstrate the dependence of carrier concentration
on these conditions.
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EXPERIMENTAL
The VALE reactor consists of a UHV process chamber, a sample entry chamber, and gas handling systems. Both chambers are pumped with turbomolecular
pumps and show base pressures of lO-^ and lO"'' Torr
respectively. Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing ot
the VALE reactor. The pressure during growth is
between 10^ to 10^ Torr dependmg on the exposure

level of the sources. The substrates are indium-bonded
to a molybdenum block and loaded through the sample entry chamber into the process chamber by a
transfer rod. The substrate is heated by a boron
nitride encapsulated graphite heater and the temperature is monitored with a calibrated pyrometer.
On the top of the UHV chamber, source injectors are
connected to the gas handling system as shown in Fig.
2 The gas handHng system needs no earner gases and
is not a "vent/run" design. Without the carrier gases,
the gas manifold is simplified and easily maintained.
The usage of the sources is only 5 to 50% of the usage
of a normal vent/run system.
.
The exposure level or flow rate in the experiment is
controlled by the product of the conductance of the
orifice and the pressure in the reservoir; the exposure
time is the open duration of the switching valves. The
function of the reservoir is to reduce the pressure
variation at the orifice and provide a nearly constant
flow during the exposure. The dosing valves control
the flow of the source materials into the reservour.
The operating principle of the gas handling system
is illustrated in Fig. 3. During the ALE growth, the
switching valve is switched ON and OFF m a preset
sequence to inject the source into the process chamber, but the dosing valve is continuously open and
manually adjusted to maintain a constant mput equal
to the average output flow. Although the reservour-s
pressure drops while the switching valve is open, it
charges to the original value at the end of each cycle,
and the exposure level is the same for the next
exposure. In our design, the pressure vanation is
maintained at 5% during the exposure by usuig a
large volume (-2 liter) reservoir. This is acceptable for
ALE growth.
,
The source materials for gallium atoms and arsemc
atoms are trimethylgalUum and tertiaiybujylarsine.
The substrates are either undoped GaAs y-P?>°'?
GaAs (100) with 5000A M,fisio.s^ and lOOA GaAs
cap layer on the top. The grown GaAs sample is
patterned and selectively etched to create a step for
thickness (growth rate) measurement. The earner
concentration was measured by Hall effect and electrochemical C-V profiling.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figures 4a and 4b show strong saturation of the
growth rate with respect to the TMGa exposure level
and exposure time. Each cycle includes the foUowmg
sequence: TMGa exposure, evacuation, TR^ exposure and evacuation. For example. Cycle = ^-^-ti'f
means 0.5 s TMGa exposure, 4 s pumpmg, 2 s TBAs
exposure, and 2 s pumping. At a constant TMba
exposure level of 0.086 ^iMole/s, the growth rate
increases with increasing exposure time up to one
second exposure, afl;er which the growth rate is saturated at one monolayer per cycle for times up to four
seconds. The distinct saturation is also shown with
the variation of the TMGa exposure level. These data
indicate a clear self-limiting decomposition of TMLra
and also show that the control of the growth thickness
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at the atomic scale can be achieved in VALE. Possible
mechanisms for the saturated growth have been discussed in another paper." The strong saturation
observed here is in marked contrast to the work of
Nishizawa et al. which showed a rather weak saturation of the growth rate.^
The surface morphology of VALE grown GaAs is
mirror-like and no galUum droplets are found even for
long TMGa exposure times or high exposure levels.
These observations imply that homogeneous decomposition of TMGa is nonexistent, and that surface
reactions are the dominant processes in VALE. The
short exposure time of TMGa is the result of fast
svidtching of the gas handling system. This capability
allows the VALE to achieve higher growth rates than
other high vacuum ALE systems. '•^•1° Growth rates as
high as 1 |a.m/h can be achieved with shorter exposure
and evacuation times by increasing the substrate
temperature £ind the reactant exposure level.
The effect of TBAs exposure on growrth rate is
2.0-r
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shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. These figures also show
distinct self-limiting decomposition of TBAs in terms
of the exposure level and exposure time. The TBAs
exposure level for monolayer growth is ten times of
that of TMGa exposure, which implies that the reaction of TBAs on Ga-rich surfaces is slower than TMGa
on As-rich surfaces. The mechanism of the self-limiting decomposition of TBAs is probably due to the low
sticking coefficient of As on As-rich surfaces.'^ -j^g
required exposure time of TBAs for monolayer growrth
is much shorter than the reported value for AsH,
imder similar conditions.' Besides being safer to handle
than AsHj, TBAs is also more efficient than AsHj
when used in VALE as demonstrated by the shorter
exposure time.
Figure 6 shows the saturation of the growth rate at
different temperatures. These data indicate that increasing substrate temperature only enhances the
growth in the unsaturated growth regime. Based on
our previous work, this i-esults from an increased
TMGa decomposition rate on GaAs surfaces at higher
2.0-f
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temperatures." Once the growth rate reaches one
monolayer per cycle, the self-Umiting mechanism
takes place, and the growth rate no longer increases.
The temperature window of the monolayer growth
is also an important issue for ALE growth. Figure 7
shows the widest temperature window reported in
high vacuum ALE growth. The growth rate is less
than monolayer per cycle when the temperature is
less than 500°C or higher than STO'C. The decrease of
the growth rate at low temperature may be due to the
slow decomposition rate of TMGa molecules and, at
high temperatures, to the desorption ofAs atoms from
the surface.
All of the grown films are p-type, and the carrier
concentration varies from lO^" to lO^^cm-^. The likely
impurity is carbon originating from TMGa exposure.
Carbon incorporation has been reported in both ALE
and CBE growth, ^^.i" The detailed mechanism is still
imder investigation, but several groups have suggested that the methyl radicals, supplied by decomposed TMGa on the GaAs surface, may play an important role in the carbon incorporation. ^''^^
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Fig. 8. The dependence of the carrier concentration on (a) TMGa and
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In VALE growth, the hole concentration varies
with the growth conditions, especially with TMGa
exposure. Figures 8a and 8b show the dependence of
the hole carrier concentration on TMGa and TBAs
exposure level. In Fig. 8a, the hole concentration
saturates when the TMGa exposure level is more than
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enough for monolayer growth. However, for less than
monolayer growth, the hole concentration decreases
dramatically as the TMGa exposure level decreases.
These two different behaviors indicate that the carbon incorporation is related to the population of carbon species on the GaAs surface during TMGa exposure. For TBAs, the behavior is opposite. As TBAs
exposure increases, the hole concentration decreases.
This observation indicates that TBAs helps reduce
the carbon incorporation presumably by transporting
H containing radicals that can react with the methyl
radicals to produce volatile species. The growth of the
lowest hole concentration samples under monolayer
growth conditions, 6 x 10" cm"^, is achieved by using
small TMGa exposure and large TBAs exposure.
Background As species are always present during
VALE growth. We believe that the species are ASj or
As^ which come from the deposits near the heater
assembly. The background As species hit the substrate siirface continuously and can be considered as
an unintentional As source in our chamber. Since the
sticking coefficient of ASj or As^ on As-rich surface is
close to zero, there is no reaction during the TBAs
exposure cycle. However, during the TMGa exposure
cycle, the background As species can react with TMGa
and cause more than monolayer growth. We find that
the ALE window becomes narrower after more and
more growths. Figure 9 shows the loss of the saturation of the growth rate due to the background As
incorporation. By etching the heater assembly, the
growth rate reduces to one monolayer per cycle even
for the four second TMGa exposure. This fact indicates that most of the As species desorbs from the
heater assembly because it is hot during the growth.
In our system, serious As backgrotinds appear after
-20 |i.m of GaAs growth. Of course, this will depend on
the exposure conditions used in the various runs.
Since the background As species, AS2 or As^, do not
provide hydrogen atoms to remove methyl radicals on
the substrate surface, they may cause the carbon
species to incorporate into the films. In order to
suppress the backgroxmd As incorporation and study
the carbon incorporation, the installation of a liquid
nitrogen shroud is necessary.
CONCLUSION
GaAs growth by VALE has been studied for various
growth parameters. The distinct self-hmiting of the
growth rate indicates the homogeneous decomposition of TMGa is suppressed successfully in VALE. A
unique gas handling system has been incorporated,
which enhances the utilization of the soiirce materials significantly. Tertiarybutylarsine is a promising
As source material in VALE appUcation. "Hie carbon
incorporation problem is serious in VALE usingTMGa
and TBAs and the mechanism needs more investigations. The low carbon concentration films can be
grown by decreasing the TMGa exposure and uicreas-
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ing the TBAs exposure. BackgroundlG incorporatioh
affects the ALE window and may also influence the
carbon incorporation in VALE.
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ABSTRACT
Atomic layer epitaxy is a promising technology to meet the
challenges of crystal growth for the application to optoelectronic
devices. The approach of vacuum atomic layer epitaxy (VALE) has
the potential for a wider window of growth parameters to achieve
saturated monolayer growth owing to the suppression of gas
phase decomposition of the reactants under the high vacuum
conditions. High quality GaAs grown by VALE is also expected.
In this work, GaAs grown by VALE using various
metalorganic precursors is demonstrated. The Ga sources are
trimethylgallium (TMGa) and triethylgallium (TEGa); the As
sources

are

tertiarybutylarsine

(TBAs)

and

trisdimethylaminoarsine (TDMAAs). Through the growth of GaAs
with different combinations of Ga and As sources, we study the
chemistry of the ALE growth and impurity incorporation.
VALE growth of GaAs with TMGa and TBAs shows strong
saturation of growth rate over wide range of growth parameters.
The temperature window is from 500°C to 570°C. The grown
layers show high carbon incorporation. The carbon incorporation
is likely an intrinsic property of the TMGa reaction on (100) GaAs
surface.
Saturation of the VALE growth rate of GaAs with TEGa and
TBAs or TDMAAs is not observed. However, the material shows
very low carbon incorporation and intense photoluminescence.
This indicates that the ALE mechanism and carbon incorporation

is related to the surface chemistry of the reactants on (100) GaAs
surfaces. The discussion of carbon incorporation and self-limiting
decomposition of TMGa is presented.
Selective area epitaxy (SAE) of GaAs on silicon nitride masked
substrates by VALE is also demonstrated. The SAE growth shows
flat, uniform top surface morphologies with growth rates of one
monolayer per cycle. The monolayer growth rate is also
independent of the mask/window area ratio. The SAE growth in
trenches and on vertical sidewalls is also presented in this work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 MOTIVATION
Since the invention of the first semiconductor transistor,
silicon materials have dominated the semiconductor industry.
Several reasons contribute to the success of the silicon
technology. First, silicon is a single element material and its
chemical and physical properties are simpler than compound
semiconductors. Second, high quality dielectric layers, e.g. SiOz,
are available for silicon technology. Third, the silicon device has
only one epitaxial material involved, compared with the
compound semiconductor devices fabricated from mutilayer
epitaxial structures involving different material systems.
However, siHcon is an indirect bandgap material with very
poor luminescence properties, and has not been successfully
used as a light emitting material.
In contrast, many of the compound semiconductors are
direct bandgap materials, and are good candidates for the
application to optoelectronic devices even though the
processing technology is much more difficult than silicon. Since
the optoelectronic devices always involve multilayer epitaxial
structures with different material systems, the epitaxial growth
of the compound semiconductors becomes the most crucial
technology for making these devices[l].

Metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD),
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and chemical beam epitaxy
(CBE) developed, in the late 1960's or 70's, have made a great
impact on the preparation of epitaxial materials for
optoelectronic devices. The performance of the optoelectronic
devices has been improved significantly in the last two decades.
However, the modern optoelectronic devices and circuits
demand more complicated epitaxial structures, which are
pushing the current epitaxial technologies to their limits. The
major challenges of modern epitaxial growth involve the
following technologies[l],
1. Selective area epitaxy
2. Absolute thickness and composition control
3. Atomic layer doping, i.e. 5-doping
4. Large area uniformity
5. High degree of reproducibility
Atomic layer epitaxy(ALE) is an attractive crystal growth
technique to achieve these goals. ALE involves the sequential
exposure of the substrate to reactants in which self-limited
decomposition of the reactants on substrate surfaces results in a
strong saturation of the growth rate at one monolayer of the
compound per cycle of exposures. As a result the material is
grown digitally, atomic layer by atomic layer. This property

enables ALE to control the layer thickness at the atomic scale
with great uniformity on large area wafers and to effect
impurity doping at the atomic level[2~6]. ALE has also been
used to demonstrate selective area and side wall growth which
are important for the integration of optical and electronic
devices in OEIC[5,6].
When the first demonstrations of saturated monolayer
growth of GaAs were performed under UHV conditions[2], the
poor saturation, high carrier concentration and long cycle times
observed led to more extensive ALE studies at near
atmospheric pressure[3-6]. To investigate the cause of these
initial UHV limitations and to develop a suitable ALE process
we have been motivated to reexamine a UHV based ALE
process. Since the self-limiting mechanism of ALE is a surface
reaction process, the suppression of gas phase decomposition of
the reactants is a critical issue for successful ALE growth.
Vacuum atomic layer epitaxy(VALE) avoids gas phase reaction
and is expected to have wider ALE growth window and
potentially better film quality.
In this thesis, we present a VALE reactor design and results
on growth rate and background impurity incorporation
observed in the VALE growth of GaAs using various
metalorganic reactants. We demonstrate saturated monolayer
growth over a wide range of conditions and also demonstrate
the dependence of carrier concentration on these conditions.

The selective area growth of GaAs by VALE also will be
presented.

1.2 INTRODUCTION OF MOCVD ,MBE, AND CBE
MOCVD has been developed for more than two
decades[7]. This technology has been widely accepted by the
compound semiconductor industry. The capability of growing
high quality materials as well as the flexibility of different
material systems are the advantages of MOCVD. It shows great
potential for scale up to commercial mass production
applications. Several issues need to be considered for the future
of the MOCVD technology. Alternative metalorganic sources
for replacing the highly toxic sources, e.g. AsHs, PH3, are
required because of the extremely high cost of the handling of
the toxic waste materials and the safety concerns. Absolute
thickness and composition control is demanded for the
sophisticated optoelectronic devices. In situ growth monitoring
techniques promise to achieve the critical control of crystal
growth[8].
MBE has been used in many demonstrations of high
quality material preparation. Excellent interface quality for the
abrupt heterostructures needed in the high speed electronic
devices have also been demonstrated[9]. An inherent in situ
monitoring capability and the UHV environment make the
MBE a perfect tool for studying crystal growth mechanisms on

surfaces. Near atomic layer control of the thickness by the use
of these in situ tools enable MBE to grow quantum effect
structures which are interesting for fundamental physics
studies and also important for device applications. The
disadvantages of MBE technology are the difficulty experienced
in growing phosphorous compounds with solid sources and in
scaling up the process for mass production. Recently, the
development phosphorous compounds by MBE has been a'very
active fieldflO]. However, the mass production of commercial
products using MBE seems more difficult to achieve.
CBE is supposed to take the advantages from both of the
MOCVD and MBE, and to avoid the drawbacks of these two
technologies. It shows excellent growth of InP material systems,
but suffers from the serious impurity incorporation in AlGaAs'
growth[ll]. The use of the toxic gases is also a safety problem
for CBE.
13 BACKGROUND REVIEW OF ALE OF III-V
COMPOUNDS
Nishizawa et. al. reported the first GaAs growth by ALE in
1985[2]. The saturation of the growth rate as a function of
growth parameters was weak. In analyzing his approach we
decided that these characteristics were due to the poor
decomposition efficiency of AsHs in high vacuum conditions.
The grown layers were heavily p-type with carrier

concentrations in the range lOis cm-3. Increase a AsHs exposure
can reduce the carrier concentration.
Tischler et al. and DenBaars et al. reported the ALE growth
at atmospheric pressure[3,4]. Strong saturation of the growth
rate was observed. Both groups reported the growth of device
quality materials and the first semiconductor laser grown by
ALE was demonstrated by DenBaars[12]. The ALE material was
characterized by photoluminescence, and has shown intense
luminescence[13].
Low pressure ALE was reported by Ozeki et al. using a
novel pulsed-jet epitaxy technology[5]. Strong saturation of
growth rate over a wide range of growth parameters was
observed. High quality GaAs was grown with short TMGa
exposure times. The best quality GaAs showed an electron
concentration of 2x10^4 cm-3 and a mobility of 6.5x10^ cm^/V s
at n K. The temperature window for monolayer growth was
from 440°C to 560°C, which was higher than that reported with
other ALE techniques.
ALE growth using hydride VPE was reported by Usui et
al[6]. The strong bonding between Ga and Cl atoms contributed
to the strong saturation of the growth rate, but also resulted in
the slow decomposition of Ga-Cl species. Thus, it needed 40
sec. to complete one cycle and resulted in a low growth rate of
0.03 |im/hr. Side wall growth of quantum Wells by ALE was

achieved by hydride ALE. The growth rate on the side wail was
one monolayer per cycle.
1.4 THESIS ORGANIZATION
This thesis is organized so that the next chapter describes
the idea of vacuum atomic layer epitaxy and the reactor design
and set-up. Chapter three provides the results of the GaAs
growth using TMGa and TBAs in VALE. Chapter four discusses
the carbon incorporation in GaAs grown by VALE with
different metalorganic reactants. Chapter five provides the
results of selective area epitaxy of GaAs by VALE. Chapter six
provides future direction from this research and conclusions on
the observed experimental results.
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Chapter 2
The Vacuum Atomic Layer Epiatxy (VALE)
Approach
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The review of atomic layer epitaxy in section 1.3 indicates
that the suppression of gas phase decomposition of TMGa is a
critical issue for successful ALE growth. Ozeki et. al. reported
perfect monolayer growth with a pulsed jet reactor in which
high speed gas streams are injected onto the substrate to
prevent the TMGa from decomposing in the gas phase[l]. We
expect that atomic layer epitaxy can also be achieved in an high
vacuum environment in which gas phase reactions are
completely suppressed.
In this chapter, we are going to discuss the design and
construction of a VALE reactor. The discussion will be focused
on the vacuum system and gas handling system.

2.2 VALE REACTOR DESIGN AND SET-UP
2.2.1 Vacuum System
The vacuum system includes a UHV process chamber, a
sample entry chamber and pumping systems. Both chambers
are constructed with stainless steel and pumped with
turbomolecular pumps (TMP). The pumping speed of the TMPs
is 330 liter/sec for the process chamber and 170 Uter/sec for the

sample entry chamber. The pressure is moriitored by nude
Bayard-Alpert ion gauges with the operating range from 4x10"^°
to 5x10-2 Torr. The base pressures of the process chamber and
sample entry chamber are 10-^ Torr and 10-^ Torr, respectively.
Fig. 2.1 shows the schematic drawing of the V-ALE reactor. The
pressure during growth is between 10"^ to 10"^ Torr depending
on the exposure conditions of the reactants. The mean free path
of the reactant molecules corresponding to the working
pressure is about 500 cm to 50 cm which is larger than the
diameter of the 8 inch process chamber. The large mean free
path assures molecular behaviors of the reactant molecules and
mirumizes gas phase reactions.
All the flanges are conflat flanges and sealed with copper
gaskets. All the vacuum components are UHV compatible and
bakeable to 450°C. The sample entry chamber is equipped with
a transfer rod for loading the sample holder into the reaction
chamber. GaAs substrates are either bonded with indium
solder or held by Mo clips on the sample holder. The substrate
is heated by a graphite heater with boron nitride encapsulation
layers. The substrate temperature is measured through the top
viewport with a calibrated IR pyrometer. The process chamber
accommodates six injection ports for different sources. At
present, only four ports are connected to the sources. They are
trimethylgallium

(TMGa),

triethyl^allium

(TEGa),

tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) and trisdimethylaminoarsine
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(TDMAAs). Each source has its own gas line and control
devices. The control of the sources will be discussed in section
2.2.2.
The sources are injected into the reaction chamber by
opening the switching valves. The residual gas is pumped out
by the TMP and its back-up rotary pump. The exhaust gases are
thermally cracked at 900°C and then adsorbed in a charcoal
filter before releasing to the air. The whole reactor including the
exhaust is monitored by multi-channel MDA toxic gas detectors
to ensure the safety of the operation.
switching

valve

orifice

TDIVIAAs

TBAs

TEGa

TMGa

sample entry
chamber
turbo molecular

pump

Fig. 2.1 Schematic drawing of the V-ALE reactor
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2.2.2 Gas handling System
In ALE growth, the group III and V sources are injected
into the reaction chamber alternately. In order to maintain a
constant flow, most ALE gas handling systems use a
"vent/run" design. Reactants are injected into the reaction
chamber during the reactant exposure steps, but bypassed to
the exhaust during the pumping or purging steps. One of the
disadvantages of "vent/run" design is that it wastes too much
source material to the vent. For example, suppose an ALE cycle
is 1-1-1-1 which means 1 sec. TMGa exposure, 1 sec. pumping
or purging, 1 sec. TBAs exposure and 1 sec. pumping. Only 1/4
of the source flows have been used for growth, and remainder
are exhausted from the system. The utilization efficiency will be
even lower if the purging time increases. The typical efficiency
of the usage of TMGa in Ozeki's experiment is orily 27%[2].
The VALE gas handling system that was used in this work
is different from the "vent/rim" design and can fully utilize the
reactants. The system dose not require carrier gases for
delivering the reactants into the reaction chamber. The fast
switching manifold allows short cycle time and results in
higher growth rate[3]. The schematic drawing of the gas
manifold is illustrated in Fig. 2.2.
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gauge
Qout = PrX Co
"7
|—^—(^

^

Q]
orifice

iVIO source

^to process
cliamber

Reservoir
Fig. 2.2 Schematic of the gas manifold.

The gas manifold shown in Fig. 2.2 is constructed with a
dosing valve (DV), a pressure gauge, a reservoir, a switching
valve (SV) and an orifice. The dosing valve is a UHV leak valve
with the flow range of 10 SLM to lO'^ SCCM, and is used to
control the flow into the reservoir. The reservoir's pressure is
monitored by a Baratron gauge which is an absolute pressure
gauge with a usable range of 4 decades. The reservoir is an
empty stainless steel vessel. The function of the reservoir is to
reduce the pressure variation at the orifice and provide a nearly
constant flow during the exposure. The switching valve is a
Nupro air operated valve for controlling the Open/Close
operation of the sources. The orifice serves as a flow element
with a calibrated conductance. The exposure level or source
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flux in the experiment is determined by the product of the
conductance of the orifice and the pressure in the reservoir[4].
The operating principle of the gas handling system is
illustrated in Fig. 2.3. During the ALE growth, the switching
valve is switched ON and OFF in a preset sequence to inject the
source into the process chamber but the dosing valve is
continuously open and manually adjusted to maintain a
constant input equal to the average output flow. Although the
reservoir's pressure drops while the switching valve is open, it
charges to the original value at the end of each cycle, and the
exposure level is the same for the next exposure. In our design,
the pressure variation is less than 5% during the exposure
because of the large volume (~2 liter) reservoir. This small
variation of the flow is acceptable for ALE growth. Fig. 2.4
shows the actual pressure fluctuation of the TBAs reservoir
during the VALE growth with the ALE cycle of 1-1-2-1. The
pressure variation is about 1%, which indicates that our design
is appropriate. By using this design, an appreciable amount of
the sources is conserved, and the usage of the sources is only
5% to 50% of the usage of a normal vent/rim system. Without
the carrier gases, the gas manifold is simplified and easily
maintained.
The speed of switching the gases is determined by the time
required for pumping the residual gases in the chamber after
the shut off of the switching valve. The amount of sources in
14

the dead volume between the orifice and the switching valve
plays an important role in determining the pumping time of the
residual gase. In principle, the smaller the dead volume, the
shorter the pumping time. Our design of the dead volume is
about 0.04 c.c, and the required pumping time is less than 0.1
sec. This feature allows VALE to achieve typical growth rates of
0.3 ^m/hr. which is higher than most of the other ALE
techniques[l,5].
Flux

t

T

2T time

Pr(t)
APr(Mout - Mjn)/Vr
j

L

t

T

2t

2T time

Fig. 2.3 The operating principle of the gas handling system
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Fig. 2.4 The pressure fluctuation of the TBAs reservoir during
VALE growth with a cycle of 1-1-2-1.
2.3 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we have described our design of the VALE
reactor focusing on the vacuum system and the gas handling
system design. Stainless steel chambers and UHV compatible
components are used in the construction of the vacuum system.
The special design of the gas handling system improves the
efficiency of the source usage appreciably. Without carrier
gases, the gas manifold is simplified and easily maintained. The
fast switching of the gas manifold allows VALE to reduce the
cycle time and results in higher growth rates comparable to
CBEandMBE.
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Chapters
Atomic Layer Epitaxy of GaAs by VALE using
TMGa and TBAs

3.1 INTRODUCTION
As described in the previous chapters, VALE is expected to
achieve wider ALE window because gas phase decomposition
of reactants is suppressed. However, the work reported by
Nishizawa et. al. showed poor saturation of the growth rate and
long cycle times[l]. These phenomena are likely the result of the
poor cracking efficiency of AsHs on GaAs surface under UHV
conditions [2].
Tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) has been reported as an
effective As source in MOCVD. It has a convenient vapor
pressure (81 torr at 10°C), and is considerably less hazardous
than AsHs. High purity GaAs grown by using TBAs and TMGa
has been reported[3]. The pyrolysis of TBAs is also highly
efficient compared to AsHs owing to the lower bond strength of
As-C(CH3)3 as compared to the As-H bonding[4]. We expected
that VALE growth using TBAs with TMGa would have better
saturation of growth rate and shorter cycle times than was
achieved using AsHs.
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In this chapter, we will discuss the results of experiments to
measure the growth rate and background impurity
incorporation observed in the VALE growth of GaAs using
trimethylgallium(TMGa) and tertiarybutylarsine(TBAs). We
demonstrate saturated monolayer growth over a wide range of
conditions and also demonstrate the dependence of carrier
concentration on these conditions.
3.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Epi-ready GaAs (100) wafers or structures grown on an n+
GaAs (100) wafer that consist of a 5000A Alo.sGag.S As marking
o

layer and a lOOA GaAs cap layer grown by MOCVD are used as
the substrate materials. The GaAs/AlGaAs/GaAs structure is
used when selective etching is used to delinate the grown layer
for growth rate measurements. The substrate is loaded into the
entry chamber immediately after bonding it to a molybdenum
block with indium on a hot plate. After pumping the entry
chamber for 20 minutes, the substrate is loaded into the process
chamber by a transfer rod and heated to 250°C by a graphite
heater with boron nitride encapsulation for 20 minutes for
moisture degassing. After that, the temperature is increased to
620°C for 2-5 minutes for thermal cleaning of the substrate
under an arsenic over pressure provided by a 0.86 |iMole/sec
flux of TBAs. This is followed by cooling to the temperature for
the growth. The temperature is monitored by a pyrometer
19

calibrated at the melting point of InSb. The pressure during
growth is between 10-' to 10-^ Torr depending on the exposure
level of the sources. The source materials for galUum atoms and
arsenic atoms are trimethylgallium(TMGa)
tertiarybutylarsine(TBAs),

and

The grown GaAs sample is patterned and selectively
etched to create a step for thickness (growth rate)
measurements. The carrier concentration is measured by HaU
effect

and

electrochemical

C-V

profiling

Photoluminescence(PL) is used for the impurity
characterization. The surface morphology is examined by
optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
3.3 GROWTH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.3.1 Growth Rate Study
Two exposure variables were found to control the
saturated growth of GaAs by VALE - the TMGa flux and the
TMGa exposure time. The dependence of growth rate
expressed as the thickness in ML deposited per exposure cycle
are plotted as a function of exposure flux and time in Fig. 3.1(a)
and (b). Both of them show strong saturation of the growth rate
with respect to the TMGa exposure level and exposure time.
The cycle indicated in the figures represents the following
sequence: TMGa exposure, evacuation, TBA^ exposure and
evacuation. For example, "Cycle = 0.5-4-2-2" means a 0.5 sec
20

TMGa exposure followed by a 4 sec. pumping time, a 2 sec.
TBAs exposure and a 2 sec. pumping. At a constant TMGa
exposure level of 0.086|iMole/sec, the growth rate increases
with increasing exposure time up to one second exposure, after
which the growth rate is saturated at one monolayer per cycle
for times up to four seconds as shown in Fig. 3.1(a).
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Temp = 500°C
Cycle = X-4-2-2

5
1.0re

I 0.5-
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1
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re
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o
5 0.0-

TBAs = 0.86^Moie/sec

0.0
0.4
0.8
1.2
TMGa exposure level (jiMole/sec)

(b)
Fig. 3.1. The dependence of the growth rate on (a) TMGa
exposure time and (b) exposure level.
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A distinct saturation is also shown with the variation of the
TMGa exposure level. These data indicate a clear self-limiting
decomposition of TMGa and also show that the control of the
growth thickness at the atomic scale can be achieved in VALE.
Possible mechanisms for the saturated growth have been
discussed by Maa and Dapkus[5]. The strong saturation
observed here is in marked contrast to the work of Nishizawa
et. al. which showed a rather weak saturation of the growth
rate[l].
The surface morphology of VALE grown GaAs is mirrorlike and no gallium droplets are found even for long TMGa
exposure times or high exposure levels. These observations
imply that homogeneous decomposition of TMGa is
nonexistent, and that surface reactions are the dominant
processes in VALE. The short exposure time of TMGa is the
result of fast switching of the gas handling system. This
capability allows the VALE to achieve higher growth rates than
other high vacuum ALE systems[l,6,7]. Growth rates as high as
Ifim/hr can be achieved with shorter exposure and evacuation
times by increasing the substrate temperature and the reactant
exposure level.
The effect of TBAs exposure on growth rate is shown in
Figs. 3.2(a) and (b). These figures also show distinct selflimiting decomposition of TBAs in terms of the exposure level
and exposure time. The TBAs exposure level for monolayer
22

growth is ten times of that of TMGa exposure, which implies
that the reaction of TBAs on Ga-rich surfaces is slower than
TMGa on As-rich surfaces.
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Fig. 3.2. The dependence of the growth rate on (a) TBAs
exposure level and (b) exposure time.
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The mechanism of the self-limiting decomposition of TBAs
is probably due to the low sticking coefficient of As on As-rich
surfaces at the growth temperature [8]. The required exposure
time of TBAs for monolayer growth is much shorter than the
reported value for AsHs under similar conditions[1], indicating
that the pyrolysis efficiency of TBAs is higher than AsHs. It also
confirms that the weak saturation of growth rate reported by
Nishizawa et. al. is due to the insufficient supply of As atoms.
Fig. 3.3 shows the saturation of the growth rate at different
substrate temperatures. These data show that increasing
substrate temperature enhances only the growth in the
unsaturated growth regime. This indicates that the dominant
reaction is a surface kinetic reaction, and not limited by the
mass transfer of the sources. Based on our previous work, this
results from an increased TMGa decomposition rate on GaAs
surfaces at increased temperatures[5]. Once the growth rate
reaches one monolayer per cycle, the self-limiting mechanism
takes place, and the growth rate no longer increases.
The temperature window for the monolayer growth is also
an important issue for ALE growth. Fig. 3.4 shows the widest
temperature window reported in high vacuum ALE growth.
The growth rate is less than monolayer per cycle when the
temperature is less than 500°C or higher than 570°C. The
decrease of the growth rate at low temperature may be caused
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by the slow decomposition rate of TMGa molecules, and by the
desorption of As atoms from the surface at high temperatures.
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Fig. 3.3. The dependence of the growth rate on TMGa exposure
level at different temperatures.
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Fig. 3.4. The dependence of the growth rate on substrate
temperature.
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This wide temperature window is remarkably different
with Nishizawa's work and other atmospheric pressure ALE
(AP-ALE) studies[l,9]. As compared with AP-ALE, it strongly
indicates that suppression of the gas phase decomposition of
the reactants, namely TMGa, is the reason for the successful
monolayer growth in VALE. It also confirms that the ALE
growth results from the self-limiting deposition of TMGa on
GaAs surfaces.

3.3.2 Discussion of Self-limiting Mechanism of TMGa
Since monolayer per cycle growth results from the selflimiting decomposition of TMGa on (100) GaAs surfaces, it is
necessary to discuss the surface decomposition mechanisms of
TMGa. There are several models proposed for the self-limiting
decomposition of TMGa. One is called adsorbate inhibition
mechanism proposed by Nishizawa et al[l], and the other is
selective adsorption mechanism proposed by Ozeki et al[10].
Yu et. al. proposed another model called flux balance
mechanism[ll]. Maa and Dapkus proposed a more detailed
model of the TMGa surface pyrolysis mechanism[12]. In this
section, we will compare our experimental results with these
models and try to find the best explanation of the ALE
mechanism.
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The model of adsorbate inhibition is that TMGa converts
the As-rich surface to a gaUium-rich surface covered with
adsorbates, i.e. CH3 radicals. The adsorbates inhibit further
decomposition of TMGa. If there are no adsorbates on the Garich surface, the TMGa will decompose on the surface and
results the formation of Ga droplets. In reality, Ga droplets
have never been found in this work in the regime of monolayer
growth. Maa has also reported that no deposition of TMGa on
Ga-rich surfaces from RDS and RHEED measurements[13]. In
this work and in work by Ozeki, the decomposition of TMGa
on partially Ga coverage surface created by TEGa deposition
has been studied. It was and found that the growth rate is
saturated at one monolayer per cycle so long as the Ga
deposited by TEGa did not exceed one monolayer[10]. If TMGa
decomposed on Ga atoms, the growth rate of the above
experiments would depend on the Ga coverage of the starting
surface.
The key assumption of the selective adsorption model is
that TMGa only adsorbs on As atoms for decomposition. Once
the surface converts from As-rich surface to Ga-rich surface, the
adsorption of TMGa stops and further TMGa reflects intact
from the surface. This model simplifies over the dynamic
properties of the GaAs surface at the ALE temperature.
Actually, the Ga-rich surface is still very active to the TMGa
molecules at this temperature. Maa et. al. and Yu et. al. have
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reported that the TMGa can react on Ga-rich surfaces but this
reaction does not lead to decomposition into Ga atoms on the
surface[5,ll]The key feature of the flux balance model is that TMGa
decomposes on the Ga-rich surface but a gallium-containing
species, namely MMGa, leaves the surface such that no net
gallium deposition occurs[ll]. This model is consistent with the
observation of the desorption of the MMGa species from the
Ga-rich surface during TMGa exposure. The shortcoming of
this model is that it does not take the surface reconstruction into
account. This model has difficulty explaining transient behavior
of TMGa reacting on the Ga-rich surface reported by Maa and
the carbon incorporation phenomenon reported in this
work[12].
We believe that the model proposed by Maa and Dapkus is
most consistent with the experimental results in this study and
reported elsewhere[5]. The major part of their model is that
TMGa only decomposes on As atoms. When the surface is Asrich, TMGa decomposes on As atoms and leaves Ga atoms on
the surface by releasing all the methyl radicals. As the surface
becomes Ga-rich, the 4x6 reconstruction of the surface will
expose the underlying As atoms at Ga vacancy site to the
vacuum. These sites provide the TMGa adsorption and reaction
sites. However, the TMGa adsorbed on these sites are not stable
and will desorb as Ga-contaning species. This results in no net
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Ga deposition. This model has dealt with the surface
reconstruction and provides a better explanation for the RDS
experiments and the carbon incorporation results in this study.
We will use this model in chapter 4 to discuss the carbon
incorporation mechanism.

3.3.3 Electrical Property Characterization
All of the VALE grown films are p-type, and the carrier
concentration varies from lO^^ to lO^^cm-^. The likely impurity
is carbon originating from TMGa exposure. Carbon
incorporation has been reported in both ALE and CBE
growth[l,14,15]. Several groups have suggested that the methyl
radicals, supplied by decomposed TMGa on the GaAs surface,
play an important role in the carbon incorporation[16,17]. The
possible mechanism of carbon incorporation will be discussed
in chapter 4.
In VALE growth, the hole concentration varies with the
growth conditions, especially with TMGa exposure. Figs. 3.5(a),
(b) and (c) show the dependence of the hole carrier
concentration on TMGa exposure level, TMGa exposure time
and TBAs exposure level, respectively. In fig. 3.5(a) and 3.5(b),
the dependence of the hole concentration on TMGa exposure is
smaller when the TMGa exposure level or exposure time is
more than enough for monolayer growth." However, for less
than monolayer growth, the hole concentration decreases
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dramatically as the TMGa exposure decreases. These two
different behaviors indicate that the carbon incorporation is
related to the population of carbon species on the GaAs surface
during TMGa exposure. For TBAs, the behavior is opposite. As
TBAs exposure increases, the hole concentration decreases. This
observation indicates that TBAs helps reduce the carbon
incorporation presumably by transporting H containing
radicals that can react with the methyl radicals to produce
volatile species. The growth of the lowest hole concentration
samples under monolayer growth conditions, 6xl0i7cm-3, is
achieved by using small TMGa exposure and large TBAs
exposure.
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3.4 BACKGROUND ARSENIC INCORPORATION
Background As incorporation is detected by using
Reflectance Difference Spectroscopy(RDS) in the VALE GaAs
growth. The principle of RDS has been described
previously[12]. Fig. 3.6 shows the decay of RDS signal due to
the As incorporation. The sample is exposed to TBAs with
varied exposure time from 1 sec to 5 sec, followed by 10 sec
pumping, 0.2 sec TMGa exposure and 60 sec pumping. The
transient of the RDS signal is due to variation of the surface
reconstruction during TMGa and TBAs exposures. The signal
level at the bottom represents As-stabilized surfaces. It
increases to a higher level after forming a Ga-stabilized surfaces
by the TMGa exposure. The background As incorporation is
found during the 60 sec pumping period after the TMGa
exposure. Ideally, the Ga stabilized surface should be sustained
and the RDS signal level should be constant for long times as
seen in Fig. 3.7. In stead of leveling off, the RDS signals start to
decrease to the As stabilized surface level after stopping the
TMGa exposure.
The question is: Where are these As species coming from?
Are they the residual TBAs species inside the chamber or As
species desorbing from the deposits on the heater assembly?
The decay time of the signal is several tens of seconds which is
much longer than the required time for pumping the residual
TBAs species. Based on our calculations, we expect the residual
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species to be pumped out within one second. In addition, the
decay rate is strongly dependent on the TBAs exposure time
while the exposure level is kept constant. This can not be
explained by the residual TBAs incorporation. We believe that
As species desorbing from the heater assembly is a more
reasonable explanation for the background As species.
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Fig. 3.6 RDS transients of background As incorporation.
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Fig 3.7 RDS transients on (100) GaAs for initiation of TMGa and
TBAs exposures.( after Maa, 1991)
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Background As species are always present during VALE
growth. We believe that the species are As2 or As4 which come
from the deposits near the heater assembly. The background As
species hit the substrate surface continuously and can be
considered as an unintentional As source in our chamber. Since
the sticking coefficient of Asz or As4 on As-rich surface is close
to zero, there is no reaction during the TBAs exposure cycle.
However, during the TMGa exposure cycle, the background As
species can react with TMGa and cause more than monolayer
growth. We find that the ALE window becomes narrower after
more and more growths. Fig. 3.8 shows the loss of the
saturation of the growth rate due to the background As
incorporation. By etching the heater assembly, the growth rate
reduces to one monolayer per cycle even for the four second
TMGa exposure. This fact indicates that most of the As species
desorbs from the heater assembly because it is hot during the
growth. In our system, serious As backgrounds appear after
-20 |im of GaAs growth. Of course, this will depend on the
exposure conditions used in the various runs. Since the
background As species, As2 or As4, do not provide hydrogen
atoms to remove methyl radicals on the substrate surface, they
may cause the carbon species to incorporate into the fihns. In
order to suppress the background As incorporation and study
the carbon incorporation, the installation of a liquid nitrogen
shroud is necessary.
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3.5 CONCLUSION
GaAs growth by VALE has been studied for various
growth parameters. The distinct self-limiting of the growth rate
indicates the homogeneous decomposition of TMGa is
suppressed successfully in VALE. TBAs is a promising As
source material in VALE application. The carbon incorporation
problem is serious in VALE using TMGa and TBAs and the
mechanism needs more investigations. Low carbon
concentration films can be grown by decreasing the TMGa
exposure and increasing the TBAs exposure. Background As
incorporation affects the ALE window and may also influence
the carbon incorporation in VALE.
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Chapter 4
Study of Carbon Incorporation in GaAs by
VALE
4.1 INTRODUCTION
In chapter 3, we have discussed the growth of GaAs by
VALE using TMGa and TBAs. The results show that perfect
monolayer growth can be achieved over wide range of growth
parameters, which indicates that VALE is potentially a
powerful technique for the growth of complex structures for
optoelectronic devices. Although atomic level control of growth
has been achieved by VALE, several obstacles still need to be
overcome before this technique is widely accepted. One of the
problems is the serious carbon incorporation in GaAs grown by
VALE. The typical carbon concentration for monolayer growth
is around 5x10is cm-^, even though the carbon level can be
reduced to certain level by increasing TBAs exposure.
Therefore, the application of this technology will be limited, if
high purity GaAs is not available by VALE. In order to reduce
the carbon incorporation, it is necessary to study the
incorporation mechanism of TMGa in VALE. Of course, our
final goal is to achieve high purity GaAs with monolayer per
cycle of growth rate.
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In this chapter, different metalorganic sources are being
used as Ga and As sources in VALE growth to study the
mechanism of carbon incorporation, and also for the monolayer
growth of low carbon GaAs. The Ga sources are TMGa and
TEGa; TBAs and TDMAAs( trisdimethylaminoarsine) are used
as the As source. From the different combinations of the
metalorganic sources, we find that the carbon incorporation in
GaAs grown with TEGa is always lower than with TMGa,
whether TBAs or TDMAAs is used as the As source. However,
in contrast to TMGa, self-limiting decomposition of TEGa is not
found. When comparing the effect of different As sources on
reducing carbon incorporation with TMGa as the Ga source,
TDMAAs is more effective than TBAs.
By analyzing these results, we proposed a model for the
incorporation of carbon impurities using TMGa in VALE.
Monolayer growth of high purity GaAs can also be obtained by
decomposing TMGa on partially Ga coverage surface created
by TEGa and normal expoure level of TBAs.
4.2 CARBON INCORPORATION IN GaAs USING TMGa
The carbon incorporation of GaAs using TMGa as the
gaUium source has been reported in MOCVD, CBE and ALE [
1-6]. The detailed microscopic mechanisms are not yet clarified.
One of the main difficulties in providing such a model is that
the carbon incorporation is a minor and multistep reaction on
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the GaAs surface during the exposure of the reactants. The
carbon concentration is usually less than IQi^cm-^ (1 ppm) in
MOCVD growth, which makes the characterization of the
impurity incorporation very difficult. For example, the
sensitivity of secondary ion mass spectroscopy for carbon
impurities is about 10i7cm-3[8]. This low level of carbon makes
chemical analysis very difficult to carry out, and the only way
to characterize the carbon impurity concentration is through
electrical or optical property measurements which are indirect
measurements of the carbon concentration. Therefore, the
interpretation of carbon incorporation in MOCVD is still
controversial[l~3].
In CBE and VALE growth, the carbon concentration can be
as high as lO^Ocm-^ (1 at%) which is near the sensitivity of most
of the surface analysis tools (e.g. XPS, UPS, AES). This suggests
a good method for studying carbon incorporation of TMGa. In
addition, the high vacuum envirorunent of CBE and VALE also
allows the use of the surface analysis tools to do in situ study of
the reaction kinetics of carbon incorporation during the growth.
Recently, there are several papers discussing possible models of
carbon incorporation of using TMGa in CBE and the
dissociation kinetics of TMGa on GaAs surfaces with the
relevance of carbon incorporation[9~14]. Since these
experiments were carried out under similar conditions to our
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VALE growth, they will be used to interpret our results related
to carbon incorporation mechanisms using TMGa.
In section 3.3.2, we have discussed the electrical property of
the GaAs films characterized by electrochemical C-V profiling.
The results show very high carbon incorporation, and the
concentration is strongly dependent on the exposure conditions
of the sources. The RDS measurement also shows strong
background As incorporation in the VALE growth, as shown in
Fig. 3.6. Since we beheve that active H on the surface is
important for reducing the carbon incorporation, we suspect
the high carbon level is related to the background As present in
the system. Such As species are Ukely to be Asz or As4 and are
known to promote the incorporation of carbon as compared to
species that contain H. Thus, VALE growths of GaAs with a
LN2 baffle near the substrate to minimize the ambient As
background were carried out. Fig. 4.1 shows the effect of the
LN2 baffle's temperature on carrier concentration. Reducing the
baffle's temperature from 60°C to -80°C does not affect the
carrier concentration. The decreasing of the carrier
concentration at -100°C is due to the condensation of the
metalorganic sources on the baffle resulting less than
monolayer growth. Fig. 4.2 shows less than monolayer growth
at -100°C baffle. If we increase the reactants' exposure levels in
order to obtain monolayer growth, the carrier concentration
will increase to the level similar to that observed with higher
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temperatures. The lowest baffle temperature we have achieved
is about -140°C, but the carrier concentration is still high with a
baffle at this temperature. At such a low temperature, most of
the As species should be trapped on the baffle. The result
indicates that the background As has Htfle effect on carbon
incorporation, even though it causes more than monolayer
growth.
The result also raises two points regarding the carbon
incorporation during TMGa exposure. First, the carbon
incorporation does not come from the hydrocarbon or carbon
species in the background because all the carbon species are
frozen on the LN2 baffle, but from the dissociation of absorbed
carbon species on GaAs surfaces. This is consistent with Kuech
et al and Creighton's results, but contrary to Mochizuki's
conclusion[l,12,6]. Secondly, it is possible that TBAs is not
efficient at removing the carbon species from the substrate
surface. In the following section, we are going to study the
influence of using different Ga and As metalorganic sources on
the carbon incorporation.
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4.3 REDUCTION OF CARBON INCORPORATION
THROUGH THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE Ga AND As
SOURCES.
4.3.1 VALE Growth with TEGa and TBAs Sources
The growth of GaAs using TEGa has produced very low
carbon level in CBE owing to the low Ga-CzHs bonding energy
and the dominance of the B-hydride elimination process[4,17].
The major products of TEGa decomposition on GaAs surface
have been confirmed as ethylene, hydrogen and small amount
of ethyl radicals in high vacuum conditions[15,16]. It is
expected that the growth of GaAs with TEGa in VALE can also
produce low carbon layers. Fig. 4.3 shows the dependence of
carrier concentration of GaAs grown by VALE on TEGa
exposure levels. The hole concentration is around 10i6 cm-3
which is almost three orders lower than observed when TMGa
is the Ga source. Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 are the typical PL spectra of
VALE-grown GaAs with TEGa and TMGa, respectively.
In Fig. 4.4 , the peak at ~8300A is related to the carbon
impurity and the peak aroimd 8200A is due to the band edge
emission. In contrast with the well resolved peaks in Fig. 4.4,
Fig. 4.5 shows a broad peak that is the result of a heavy carbon
incorporation. The band edge emission peak has been reduced
in relative intensity and can not be resolved. The PL data are
consistent with the carrier concentration measurements and
provide evidence that the carbon incorporation is greater when
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TMGa is used as a source. It indicates that the methyl radicals
play an important role on carbon incorporation.
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Since growth with TEGa results in a very low carbon
incorporation, its monolayer growth window in VALE was
examined. However, the result was disappointing. Self-limiting
decomposition of TEGa is not observed. Fig. 4.6 shows that the
growth rate is linearly dependent on TEGa exposure level. The
linear dependence of the growth rate indicates that there is no
self-limiting decomposition of TEGa on the GaAs surface. The
sample surface even shows Ga droplets after extended TEGa
exposures, which is in contrast to the case with TMGa. We have
tried to lower the growth temperature to 360°C, but still find no
saturation with respect to TEGa exposure level. The variation of
growth rate with the substrate temperature at a fixed TEGa
exposure level also shows a very weak saturation, as shown in
Fig. 4.7. This lack of saturation in the growth rate under
alternate exposure conditions using TEGa had also been
reported previously[15,18]. However, this work, carried out in a
system optimized for ALE growth and capable of very short
exposures, shows that the lack of saturation is fundamental to
the surface chemistry of TEGa on GaAs.
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4.3.2 VALE Growth with TMGa and TDMAAs Sources
Comparing VALE growth under various conditions
including the use of different sources for Ga atoms and
conditions where the baclcground As is controlled in the
system, it is clear that the carbon incorporation originates from
the dissociation of the adsorbed CH3 on GaAs surfaces. In order
to reduce the carbon incorporation with TMGa, other
alternative As sources with higher efficiency for removing
carbon species than TBAs are required for the VALE growth.
Recently, CBE growth using TDMAAs has been reported to
result in very low carbon level of GaAs growth with
TMGa[9,19]. As a result, we investigated the use of TDMAAs in
conjunction with TMGa to effect VALE growth. In contrast with
the reported CBE results, the VALE growth of GaAs using
TDMAAs and TMGa results in grown films with high carbon
concentrations. The typical carrier concentration is around
1x1018 cm-3. However, the carbon incorporation is reduced
dramatically when the fihns are grown by the CBE mode in the
same reactor. The film becomes n-type with carrier
concentration of 2x10" cm-3. pig. 4.8 is the comparison of the PL
spectra between VALE and CBE grown films. From Fig. 4.8, the
CBE film shows both the band edge emission and carbon peaks,
but the VALE film has only the carbon peak due to high carbon
incorporation. The PL measurement is consistent with the
carrier concentration measurement and confirms that the
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carbon concentration is reduced dramatically by introducing
TDMAAs only in CBE mode.
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Fig. 4.8 PL spectra of VALE and CBE grown GaAs films.
This result strongly indicates that once the adsorbed CH3
originating from TMGa initiate the processes of carbon
incorporation when there is no TDMAAs molecules present on
the surface, the carbon species incorporate into the fihn and can
not be completely eliminated by the subsequent TDMAAs
exposure.

4.3.3 VALE Growth with TEGa and TDMAAs Sources
Atomic layer epitaxy of GaAs using TEGa and TDMAAs
has been reported by Fujii et al.[20]. They proposed that the
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monoinethylamino(MMA) radical from decomposition of
TDMAAs adhere to both the As and Ga terminated surfaces.
They futher propose that this radical transfers from As surfaces
to Ga surfaces during TEGa exposures and serves to block
adsorption of TEGa after a monolayer is formed leading to
monolayer growth. Since we were unable to observe saturation
of growth rate with TEGa and TBAs sources, their hypothesis
and observations strongly argue that the As source can also
promote saturated growth. A study was undertaken to grow
GaAs using TDMAAs with TEGa to verify Fujii's self-limiting
model.
Fig. 4.9 shows the VALE growth rate with respect to the
variation of TEGa exposure levels at 360°C and 470°C. At both
of the growth temperatures, the growth rates are linearly
proportional to the TEGa exposure level, which is similar with
the case of TEGa and TBAs. The grown fihns are p-type, and
the typical carrier concentration is around Ixl0i6 cmA
Therefore, the results reported by Fujii are not confirmed in our
study.
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4.4 INFLUENCE OF Ga ATOM COVERAGE ON CARBON
INCORPORATION USING TMGa
VALE growth using different Ga and As sources resulted
in saturated growth only for one Ga source, TMGa. This source,
in turn, results in rather high carrier concentrations that seem to
be related to the surface chemistry of CH3 radicals on (100)
GaAs surfaces. In this section, we will focus on the carbon
incorporation mechanism associated with the decomposition of
adsorbed TMGa molecules on GaAs surfaces.
The carrier concentration measurements as described in
Fig. 3.5(a) and (b) show a sharp transition from low to high
carbon incorporation as the exposure of TMGa is close the level
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necessary for a IML/cyc growth rate. In the monolayer regime,
the carbon incorporation increases linearly with increases of the
TMGa exposure. However, in the submonolayer regime, the
carbon incorporation increases more rapidly with the TMGa
exposure. This sharp transition of carbon incorporation can not
be explained by a simple model of carbon species population
with respect to the TMGa exposure. We suspect that the carbon
incorporation mechanism is related to carbon species adsorbed
on specific sites which are suitable for carbon incorporation.
Since the carbon impurity needs to occupy an As site and bonds
to Ga atoms in order to act as an acceptor, it is reasonable to
assume that the Ga atom surface coverage will have an
influence on the carbon incorporation.
In order to shidy the effect of the Ga atom surface coverage
on carbon incorporation, we performed the following
experiments. Several starting GaAs surfaces with various
degrees of Ga atom coverage are prepared using TEGa prior to
the exposure of TMGa. Since the Ga surface created by TEGa
contains a low carbon incorporation, it will not affect the carbon
incorporation caused by TMGa. Fig. 4.10(a) and (b) show the
effects of Ga coverage on carbon incorporation.
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Fig 4.10 The effect of Ga atom coverage on carbon incorporation
with respect to the variation of (a) TMGa exposure level and (b)
TMGa exposure time.
Fig 4.10(a) shows the variation of carrier concentration of
GaAs as a function of the TMGa exposure level with three Ga
coverages at 0%, 75% and 100%. The 0% Ga-coverage means
that the surface fully covered with As atoms when the TMGa
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exposure takes place. For growth at 0% Ga coverage, the carrier
concentration continuously increases with TMGa exposure
level. A change of slope in the increase occurs when the TMGa
exposure level exceeds the level sufficient for a monolayer per
cycle growth rate. This suggests that the carbon incorporation
kinetics in the saturated regime differ from that submonolayer
regime. For growth at 75% and 100% Ga coverage, all of the
growth rate are monolayer per cycle such that the transition
behavior in the increase of carrier concentration is not observed.
In both cases, the dependence is the same as for growth on the
0% Ga coverage at exposures in the monolayer growth rate
regime.
A similar dependence of carbon incorporation on TMGa
exposure time is shown in Fig.4.10(b). For growth at 0% Ga
coverage, the carrier concentration increases more rapidly with
the exposure time in the submonolayer regime. All the growths
at 75% Ga coverage are monolayer growth and the carrier
concentration is linearly dependent on TMGa exposure times.
However, the growth at 58% Ga coverage shows a change of
the slope when the exposure time is close to that required to
achieve monolayer growth. In the submonolayer regime, the
measured carrier concentration for growth at 5S% Ga coverage
is higher than on an As-terminated surface with same amount
of TMGa exposure. The results indicates that the carbon
incorporation is dependent on the Ga coverages of the surfaces.
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It seems that the carbon incorporation in GaAs grown by VALE
using TMGa is an intrinsic property.
In order to estimate which species or process play an
important role in carbon incorporation, the dependence of
carrier concentration on substrate temperature was
investigated. Fig. 4.11 shows the Arrhenius plot of the carrier
concentration of layers grown on 75% Ga coverage surface at
exposures in the monolayer regime. The data shows an
activation energy of 35kcal/mol. The carrier concentration
decreases with the increas of the substrate temperature.
For a comparison, the temperature dependence of the
carrier concentration of layers grown on As-terminated surface
in the monolayer growth regime is shown in Fig. 4.12. The
carrier concentration is independent of substrate temperature.
The layers grown in the submonolayer regime on Asterminated surfaces also show no effects of the substrate
temperature as shown in Fig. 4.12. The difference in activation
energy for carbon incorporation on surface with 75% Ga
coverage and As-terminated surfaces suggests that the carbon
incorporation mechanism is a mutistep reaction and the rate
limiting step is affected by the surface Ga/As stoichiometry.
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4.5 PROPOSED CARBON INCORPORATION MODEL FOR
VALE GaAs USING TMGa
A model for the carbon incorporation into VALE grown
GaAs must take into account several observations presented in
this chapter. First, the independence of the carrier concentration
on the background As and carbon species concentration, as
indicated by the LN2 baffle growth study, indicates that the
carbon incorporation is due to the dissociation of the adsorbed
carbon species on the surface. Secondly, the CH3 radical
originating from TMGa plays an important role on carbon
incorporation. Third, the initial step of the carbon incorporation
process happens quickly during the TMGa exposure cycle.
However, the whole process may take a long time to complete.
Fourth, the sharp transition of the rate of carbon incorporation
between the monolayer and the submonolayer regimes
indicates that the carbon incorporation is a site-related process
in the submonolayer regime, and is supported by the
dependence of carbon incorporation on Ga surface coverage.
Fifth, the rate limiting step of carbon incorporation is affected
by the surface stoichiometry, as indicated by the difference in
activation energy of growths on 75% Ga coverage and As
terminated surfaces.
The most likely surface carbon species responsible for the
incorporation are CH3 radicals adsorbed on Ga atoms during
TMGa exposure. There are two types of CH3 attached to Ga on
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the surface. One is the CH3 which is transferred from the TMGa
molecule to a neighbor Ga atom during the TMGa dissociation.
The other is the undissociated TMGa fragments, like Ga(CH3)2
(DMGa) or GaCHs (MMGa). TT,e MMGa species have been
reported as the dominant product species of TMGa
fragmentation on a GaAs surface in the VALE temperature
range [21,22,23].
We suspect the CH3 transferred from the dissociated TMGa
molecules is not the major source of carbon incorporation. This
CH3 forms a bond with the Ga atom by attacking the Ga-Ga
dimer bond. The bonding is weak and unstable at high
temperature[21]. It may desorb rather than undergo further
dehydrogenation. The life time of this CH3 radical is less than 1
sec at 500°C[21,24]. The incorporation of this CH3 radical can
not explain the dependence of carbon incorporation on
different substrate orientations[l,5]. Nishizawa et al. have
reported that the carbon incorporation of GaAs grown on
(lll)Ga substa-ate is much lower than on (100) surface even
though (lll)Ga surface has higher density of Ga atoms than
(100) surface[5]. Buchan et al. have also reported that the CH3
radical has no effects on carbon doping in MOCVD growth[25].
We speculate that the undissociated MMGa on the specific sites
of the reconstructed GaAs surface, i.e. Ga vacancy, is the source
of carbon incorporation.
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The site related model of carbon incorporation is consistent
with the time dependent mass spectroscopy data of Maa et al.
who observed that the desorption kinetics for CH3 and MMGa
were strongly dependent on the Ga surface coverage[14]. They
observed that the desorption rate of CH3 decreased and the rate
of MMGa increased as the surface approached monolayer Ga
coverage. The TMGa molecules on the surface are thought to
decompose to MMGa by releasing two CH3 radicals by direct
reaction on As atoms. The MMGa species decomposes further
to Ga atoms and form Ga-Ga dimers. When the surface is
largely covered with As atoms during the initial TMGa
exposure, the desorbing species detected by mass spectrometer
is CH3. As the surface approaches a Ga-rich surface, CH3
desorption decreases and MMGa desorption increases. At the
same time, the surface was observed to approach the 4x6 Garich reconstruction. Maa et. al. suggested that this behavior
could be explained by the fact that the 4x6 Ga-rich surface was
at equilibrium when there was a 3/4 ML Ga coverage
comprised of three Ga dimer pairs and a pair of Ga vacancies.
The 4x6 Ga surface reconstruction has Ga vacancies occupying
1/4 of the top surface lattice sites[26,27]. At these vacancies, the
underlying As atoms are exposed to vacuum. Tf the reaction of
impinging TMGa occurs predominantly on Ga vacancies sites,
the only sites for reaction on a 4x6 surface would be those sites
that on an equilibrium surface are vacant. As a result, the
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complete decomposition of TMGa to Ga on those sites is
unfavorable and desorption of the last CH3 is unlikely[28]. The
more favorable desorption species is MMGa. Yu et al. has also
reported the similar tendency for MMGa desorption on Ga-rich
surfaces[15].
Creighton et al. have reported that the major methyl
groups on the surface desorb intact but smaU numbers of them
may undergo dehydrogenation above 400°C[12]. They have
proposed that the path for carbon incorporation involves the
dehydrogenation of CH3 on the surface and have presented
mass spectroscopic data to support this mechanism. A model
that incorporates all of these shidies and the data in this chapter
is proposed here.
We propose that the dominant mechanism for
incorporation of carbon into GaAs during TMGa exposure in
VALE is the dehydrogenation of MMGa at the Ga sites that
would be vacant on an equiUbrium surface reconstruction. At
these "unfavorable" sites, complete decomposition of MMGa is
unlikely and the reduced tendency for desorption of the last
CH3 leads to an increased probability of dehydrogenation and
incorporation. The CH3 dehydrogenates and forms CH2, CH,
and C. These species create Ga-CHz, Ga-CH, Ga-C bonds. The
gallium-carbon bond of these species is more stable than that of
GaCH3. The number of dehydrogenated species from MMGa
will be proportional to the product of the MMGa population
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and the number of unfavorable sites. The further the
dehydrogenation reaction undergoes, the less likely would be
the reverse reaction hydrogenating these species back to CH3.
The resulting Ga-C configuration would result in the
incorporation of C on the As sites as acceptors and the p-type
behavior we observed.
The number of dehydrogenated species related to carbon
incorporation such as CH2, CH, C is small in submonolayer
regimes where the population of MMGa is small and the
number of unfavorable sites is limited. As the Ga surface
coverage increases with TMGa exposures, the population of
MMGa increases and the number of unfavorable sites increases,
too. This increases the likehhood of the dehydrogenation
process causing carbon incorporation. In the monolayer regime,
the number of unfavorable sites is constant, but the population
of MMGa increases with increased TMGa exposures, leading to
increase carbon concentration. The carbon concentration can be
expressed as a function of the density of the unfavorable sites
and TMGa flux in submonolayer regime and as a function of
TMGa flux alone in monolayer regime owing to the constant
number of unfavorable sites. This model is consistent with both
the observation of increased carbon incorporation with Ga
surface coverage in the submonolayer exposure regime and
with the similar dependence on TMGa exposure for Ga-rich
surfaces regardless of the source of Ga on the surface. The
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higher carrier concentration in the ALE mode than in CBE
mode with TMGa and TDMAAs indicates that the initial step of
MMGa dehydrogenation happens rapidly.
The temperature dependence of carbon incorporation on
75% Ga coverage surface is related to MMGa desorption from
the unfavorable sites. The activation energy is 35 kcal/mole
which is close to the value of 31 kcal/mole reported by
Creighton[29]. The rate limiting step of carbon incorporation of
growth on As terminated surface is different from on 75% Ga
surface, as indicated by the decreased dependence on the
substrate temperature. It is possible that the incorporation
process is limited by the adsorption of MMGa on the
unfavorable sites because of the number of unfavorable site is
limited on As terminated surface.
4.6 CONCLUSIONS
The mechanism of carbon incorporation has been studied
using a LN2 baffle to minimize the background As and CH3
concentration and various Ga and As metalorganic sources. The
carbon concentration is independent of the temperature of LN2
baffle. The growth of GaAs with TMGa and TDMAAs shows
higher carbon concentration in the ALE mode than in CBE
mode. The carbon concentration on a surface partially covered
with Ga atom is higher than on As-terminated surface in
submonolayer regime. The growth on 75% Ga coverage shows
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strong temperature dependence with the activation energy of
35 kcal/mole which is related to the desorption of MMGa from
the surface. However, the growth on As-terminated surface
shows no dependence of substrate temperature. MMGa
adsorbed on the unfavorable vacancy site in a reconstructed
Ga-rich surface is the dominant species responsible for the
carbon incorporation.
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Chapter 5
Selective Area Epitaxy of GaAs by VALE
5.1 INTRODUCTION
In contrast to siUcon integrated circuit technology in which
there is only one epitaxial material, optoelectronic integrated
circuitCGEIC) components are comprised of multilayer epitaxial
structures involving different materialsfl]. Selective area
epitaxy(SAE) of the device structures is a promising approach
to the integration of disparate electronic and optoelectronic
devices. In principle, the materials for optical and electronic
devices can be grown selectively on different areas of the wafer
using dielectric masks to inhibit growth in certain regions.
Selective area epitaxy by conventional epitaxial techniques, like
MBE, MOCVD and CBE, typically exhibit nonuniformities of
growth rate and composition in the grown regions[2~6]. The
reactants adsorbed on the mask areas tend to diffuse into the
opening, which results in a concentration gradient at the edge
of the opening and a strong dependence of the growth on the
aspect ratio, defined as masked to umnasked area ratio. The
concentration gradient causes composition nonuniformity
across the opening and raised features at the edges, which
limits the useful area in the opening. Il,e strong influence of the
aspect ratio causes difficulties in controffing the composition
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and growth rate in various size openings on the wafer and will
add more restrictions on the design of the mask layout.
The unique characteristic of surface-controlled, selflimiting decomposition of reactants inherent to vacuum atomic
layer epitaxy(VALE) make it a promising approach to control
selective area growth. The decomposition of reactants are
controlled by low temperature surface reactions and selflimited at one monolayer per cycle of reactant exposure. In this
way, it is possible to achieve perfectly selective epitaxy and
control of the deposits in the openings on an atomic scale with
no aspect ratio effects. In this chapter, the characteristics of
selective area growth of GaAs by VALE in dielectric openings
oriented in various directions on (100) GaAs wafers are
discussed in section 5.3.1. The selective area growth in trenches
and on vertical sidewalls will also be discussed in sections 5.3 2
and 5.3.3, respectively.
5.2 SAMPLE PREPARATION
The GaAs(lOO) substrates are coated with 2000A SiNx with
plasma enchanced chemical vapor deposition(PECVD) and
patterned with stripes along various directions using photolithography. Then the dielectric layers are removed by reactive
ion etching(RIE) to form the openings. The orientations of the
stripes are along <011>, <0ll> and <010>. The size of the
openings are varied from 3|Lim to lOO^im, while the spacings
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between stripes are kept constant. The samples for selective
area epitaxy in trenches are prepared with H2S04:H202:H20
(1:15:15) etching solution to create (lll)A trench sidewalls. The
trenches are oriented in <011> and <0lT> directions. In
addition, the samples for vertical sidewall growth are oriented
along <010> and <011> directions. The growth temperature is
chosen to be 530°C taking advantage of the wide ALE window
(500°C~570°C) so that the SAE has a large temperature
tolerance. During VALE growth, the substrate is exposed to
TMGa for 0.2 sec and TBAs for 2 sec alternatively with a 1 sec
pumping period in between to prevent gas intermixing, and the
exposure levels (flow rates) of TMGa and TBAs are
0.86HMole/sec. The grown samples are examined by optical
microscope, scanning electron microscope(SEM) and Dektak
surface profiler.

5.3 GROWTH RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.3.1 Selective area epitaxy(SAE) on SiNx masked
substrate.
Fig. 5.1 shows the top view of selective area epitaxy of
GaAs by VALE. There are no deposits on the mask area, and
the surface morphology of the growth in the opening is
specular. The Dektak profile in Fig. 5.2 shows flat-topped
surfaces with no raised features at the edges ande growth rate
equal to one monolayer per cycle.
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Fig. 5.1 Selective area epitaxy of GaAs by VALE.
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Fig. 5.2 Thickness profile of GaAs stripe after removing SiNx.
These results indicate that the mechanisms of SAE using
VALE are different from MOCVD and CBE growth[4,7,8]. In
MOCVD or CBE, decomposition of reactants on the masked
regions causes several undesirable characteristics in the
epitaxial region. The most common phenomena are raised
feahires at the window boundaries and the strong dependence
of the growth rate and composition on the aspect ratio. This
property is due to the gas phase diffusion and surface
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migration from the dielectric to the openir.g and surface
migration of the materials on side facets[9]. Fig. 5.3 is a typical
SEM cross section of SAE using the CBE mode in the same
reactor. It shows raised features at the edges and a curved
thickness profile across the opening, which results from the
migration of species from the dielectric and side facets to the
top surface.

Fig. 5.3 SEM cross section of GaAs SAE using CBE mode.
For VALE growth, the SEM cross section in Fig. 5,4 shows
flat-topped surfaces, as expected from thickness profiles, which
IS caused by the self-limiting decomposition of the reactant
species. The adsorbed species on the dielectric and on the side
facets will desorb before they decompose or migrate to the fast
growmg top surface plane. Adsorbed species which do migrate
to the top surface cannot decompose there" if the surface is
already saturated. TT.us, once the top surfaces are covered with
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the reactants, the surface reaction stops. Therefore, although
reactants' arrival rate at the edges is larger than at the center of
the opening, there is only one monolayer of the reactants
decomposed. This results in a uniform deposition across the
opening. By the same principle, the self-limiting decomposition
also eliminates the aspect-ratio-induced-enhancement of the
growth rate in the opening. As shown in Fig. 5.4(a) and (b), the
GaAs thickness is independent of the size of the operungs, and
the growth rate is one monolayer per cycle ~ the same as on
urmiasked substrates. The achievement of flat-topped surfaces
and atomically controlled thickness in the opening makes
VALE an important tool for the integration of electroruc and
optical devices.
Another important issue seen in Fig. 5.4 is facet formation.
From the cross section view, the stripe has developed (311)
facets closed to the top surface and (111) facets at the bottom.
The formation of these facets is caused by the low growth rate
of those facets[9,10,ll]. Isshiki et al. reported that the low
growth rate is due to the desorption of As species[ll]. Since, in
VALE growth, there is a pumping period after TBAs exposure,
the desorption of As species is enhanced and results in better
defined facet formation than using CBE as in Fig. 5.3. The stable
development of the facets during growth will benefit the
fabrication of nanostructure quantum-sized devices, like
quantum wires and quantum dots. The uniformity and atomic
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scale controllability of the thickness makes VALE a viable
technique to make quantum wire and quantum dot arrays
which are still very difficult tasks for conventional
techniques[12,13].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.4 Cross section of stripes along < oil > with the openings
of (a) 3^im (b) 6.3|Lim.
^
r
B
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Thed€?pendence of facet formation on the dire ction of the
stripes has also been studied. Fig. 5.5 and Fig. 5. 6 show the
cross secti(3n view of <011> stripe and tilted vie^AT of <010>
stripe clea^^ed along <0lT>, respectively. The face ts of <011>
oriented sti-ipes are (sTl) and (oTi), and (101) facets are formed
on <010> sitripes. Table 1 is the summary of the face t formation
observed i n this study. In Fig. 5.6, the (101) face ts are very
smooth an d are tilted 45° with respect to (100) substrate,
suggesting that these facets could possibly be uised as 45°
mirrors for surface emitting laser diodes. The opticail quality of
the VALE ^jrown mirror should be better than a milTor created
by dry etc hing because dry etch processes alwa ys cause a
certain de gree of damage and roughness on 1the mirror
surface[14 .

Gtgpra)
I^ig. 5.5 SEM cross section of <011> stripe.
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Fig. 5.6 SEM view of <010> strip cleaved along < oil
direction.
Table 1. Summary of the facet formation of different direction
of stripes.

Stripes

Facet formation

<011>

(311). (lll)A

<011>

(311). (Oil)

<010>

(101)

5.3.2 Slective area epitaxy in trenches
So far, most of the selective area growths have been done
on planar dielectric openings. However, it is realized that an
important application of SAE lies with growth in trenches to
achieve planarization[l]. In order to integrate optical devices
and electronic devices on the same wafer with a surface suitable
for fine line lithography, the optical devices need to be grown
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in trenche!3. However, SAE in trenches is more c omplex and
difficult be cause various crystal planes are involve d. Fig. 5.7 is
the SEM aross section of SAE in trenches using C BE mode in
our reactor . The trench is oriented along <011> and etched with
H2S04:H2.02:H20 (1:15:15) to create (lll)A sid ewalls. The
figure shoA/vs that there is a void under the edge of the SiNx
layer, whic h is the result of shadowing effects of tlle dielectric
layer over] "lang and the inconsistency of the gro\vth rate on
(lll)A and (100) planes. These voids will cause curr ent leakage,
light scatte ring and interface defects, which are nolt acceptable
for device a pplications.

wrr?ilirol
- -

f^@{fnij

Fig. 5.7 SIiM cross section of SAE by CBE in <011> trenches.
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On the contrary, no voids are observed under the dielectric
layer in the VALE growth, as seen in Fig. 5.8(a) and (b). The
trenches are completely refilled by VALE GaAs with a growth
rate of one monolayer per cycle, and with good surface
morphology. The interfaces between (lll)A sidewalls and the
grown layers are free of any detectable defects under SEM
examination.

Fig. 5.8 SEM cross section of SAE by VALE in trenches along (a)
<0lT>(b)<011>.
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This result can be explained by the self-linuting deposition
that occurs on the (100) plane and the smaller growth rate that
occurs on (lll)A facets. Nishizawa et. al. and Isshiki et. al. both
found that the ALE growth was strongly dependent on the
substrate orientation[10,ll]. They reported the growth rate of
(lll)A was only 0.1 monolayer per cycle at 530°C, and close to
zero at higher temperatures. Therefore, in our case, layer-bylayer growth only occurs on the (100) plane, but little or no
growth occurs on the (lll)A sidewall such that the growth can
refill the trench completely.
5.3.3 Selective area epitaxy on vertical sidewall
In addition to SAE in trenches, vertical sidewall growth is
also an important technology for making high density circuits
and nanostmcture devices[15]. Fig. 5.9 shows the VALE growth
on the (00 T) sidewall. The substrate was patterned along <010>
direction and then deep etched to create (GOT) facets on the
sidewall prior to the SAE growth. The figure shows the grown
layers on the (100) plane and the (OOT) sidewall are uniform,
and the growth rate is one monolayer per cycle. The presence of
the dielectric layer overhang does not affect the growth on the
bottom and on the sidewall, owing to the self-limiting
deposition by VALE. This indicates that VALE can achieve
good uniformity and precise control for vertical sidewall
growth.
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Fig. 5.9 SEM view of the (001) sidewall growth by VALE. The
sample was cleaved along <011> direction.
The achievement of the (OOT) sidewall growth by VALE has
generated interest in using such growth for applications. One of
the ideas is the passivation of the ECR etched mirrors using
VALE sidewall growth of GaAs. We found that the surface
morphology of (Oil) and (OOT) facets after regrowth shows
different behavior. The (OOT) facet is smooth and specular after
the regrowth but the (Oil) facet becomes rough. Fig. 5.10 (a)
and (b) shows the difference. This is probably due to the very
low growth rate of GaAs on (Oil) facets by ALE[10,11]. Since
the ECR etched (Oil) surface is a terraced plane which contains
facets between two (Oil) steps. The growth may occur on these
facets but not on the (Oil) plane resulting in three dimensional
growth and surface roughness. The situation on (OoT) surface
contrasts with that of the (Oil) surface. There is monolayer
growth on the (OOT) surface but no growth on the side facets.
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Recently, we have compared the quality of the ECR etched
mirrors with sidewall passivation by characterizing the
properties of edge emitting laser diodes. The results confirm
that the passivation of ECR etched (00T) mirrors can improve
the quality of the mirrors and reduce the threshold current of
the laser diode by 50%, but the regrowth on (Oil) sidewall
deteriorates the mirrors' quality[14].

(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.10 The surface morphologies of the regrowth on (a) (001)
(b) (Oil) ECR etched mirrors.
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5.4 CONCLUSION
We have reported SAE of GaAs on SiNx masked substrates
using VALE. SAE results in flat-topped surfaces, and the
growth rate in the opening is one monolayer per cycle. The
growth is independent of the aspect ratio. These achievements
are due to the self-limiting deposition of VALE. SAE on
different orientation stripes results in different facet formation
depending on the orientation of the stripes. In addition, the
SAE in trenches shows complete refilling of the trench without
any voids. Vertical (00T) sidewall growth is achieved by VALE
with perfect uniformity and atomic level control. The quality of
the ECR etched (OOT) mirrors is improved by VALE regrowth.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Recommendations for
Future Work

6.1 CONCLUSIONS FROM THIS WORK
In this work, a vacuum atomic layer epitaxy (\'ALE)
reactor has been designed, constructed and used to grou* GaAs
by VALE and chemical beam epitaxy (CBE). The reservoir
design of the gas handling system allows VALE to fullv utilize
the reactants, and the fast switching of the valves enables
higher growth rate than other reported UHV ALE.
Monolayer growth by VALE is achieved over a wide range
of growth paraineters. The temperature window is from 500'C
to 570°C which is the widest temperature range ever been
reported by UHV ALE and also wider than most oi the
atmospheric pressure ALE processes. The success in monolayer
growth of GaAs by VALE indicates that the suppression of the
gas phase decomposition of TMGa is the key issue for achieving
monolayer growth. TBAs is an efficient As source in VALE, as
indicated by the short exposure time required for monolayer
growth. Background As species desorbing from the heater
assembly causes the loss of monolayer growth w^hen not
adequately controlled.
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Serious carbon incorporation is observed in GaAs grown
by VALE using TMGa as the Ga source/The study in chapter 4
indicates several aspects of the carbon incorporation
mechanism. First, the carbon incorporation is due to the
dehydrogenation of the adsorbed MMGa on unfavorable Ga
vacancy sites. Second, the initial step of the incorporation
process happens very fast during TMGa exposure, but the
whole process may take several seconds to complete. Third, the
carbon incorporation is an intrinsic property of TMGa
decomposition on (100) GaAs surface, as indicated by the
dependence of carbon concentration on Ga coverage surface.
Fourth, the rate limiting step of the carbon incorporation
depends on the surface Ga/As stoichiometry.
Selective area growth of GaAs is successfully achieved by
VALE. The GaAs selective growths show flat-topped surfaces,
and the growth rate in the unmasked area is one monolayer per
cycle, independent of the aspect ratio. The facets formed on the
selectively grown island depend on the orientation of the mask
opening. Selective area epitaxy in trenches shows complete
refilling of the trench without any voids. Vertical (00T) sidewall
growth is achieved by VALE with perfect uniformity and
atomiclevel control.
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Atomic layer epitaxy by VALE has demonstrated several
unique properties of GaAs growth including atomic level
control of the thickness and excellent selective area epitaxy.
Carbon incorporation is the current major difficulty for VALE.
It seems the carbon incorporation is an intrinsic property of
TMGa on the GaAs surface. Since the self-limiting
decomposition and carbon incorporation is related to the
surface chemistry of TMGa on the surface, it is possible to find
a novel Cd metalorganic source with proper radical which can
accomplisli the satisfaction of monolayer growth as well as low
carbon concentration. The use of foreign chemical species or
energized particles, e.g. photon, electron and ion, flowing with
TMGa to prevent the carbon incorporation process is also an
interesting topic for the future. Of course, the study of the
surface kinetics of these reactions will also be very interesting.
The growth of InP material system by VALE may be interesting
because carbon does not incorporate as an acceptor. The study
of heterostructure interfaces by using VALE in concert with
CBE is also an interesting topic.
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Use of tertiarybutylarsine in atomic layer epitaxy and laser-assisted atomic
layer epitaxy of devicee quality GaAs
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The use of trimethylgailium (TMGa) and tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs) in atomic layer epitaxy
(ALE) and laser-assisted atomic layer epitaxy (LALE) of GaAs is studied for the first time.
TBAs is found to be a direct and suitable replacement for arsine (ASH3) in achieving monolayer
self-limiting growth. Carbon contamination in the GaAs films grown by LALE using TMGa
and TBAs is greatly reduced relative to those using TMGa and ASH3. Laser structures with
single GaAs quantum wells grown by ALE and LALE using TBAs exhibit threshold current
densities as low as 300 and 320 A/cm^ respectively.
Atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) employing metal alkyl
and hydride sources is attracting increased attention as an
approach for the growth of III-V semiconductors because
it offers several unique processing capabilities. '"* However,
the reduction of the carbon background impurity levels
that are believed to result from the incomplete decomposition of metal alkyls on the surface is a persistent problem
in low temperature ALE and LALE growth involving an
organometallic precursor. With regards to this problem,
we present the first study of the use of tertiarybutylarsine
(TBAs) as an arsenic source in ALE and LALE growth of
high-quality GaAs materials. TBAs was chosen for the
study because it is known to decompose at lower temperature than AsHs,*"" is believed to remove CH3 from the
surface more efficiently than AsHs,'^ and has bom used in
conventional MOCVD growth of GaAs and AlGaAs to
produce high-quality bulk materials and devices.'^
The ALE and LALE work described here was carried
out in a conventional atmospheric pressure MOCVD system outfitted with a specially designed quartz tube.'' The
reactor tube is a horizontal laminar flow-type reactor with
a flat window for optical access. The window is flushed by
a separate stream of H2. The SiC-coated graphite susceptor
is inductively heated and the temperature monitored with a
thermocouple. The uniqueness of our reactor design lies in
its fiill compatibility with conventional MOCVD, permitting the growth of double heterostructures (DHs) and
quantum wells (QWs) with the GaAs region grown by
ALE or LALE and the Alfi&^_jcAkS cladding layers by
MOCVD.
Alternate exposure of the substrate to TMGa and
TBAs (or ASH3) is achieved by the temporal switching of
TMGa and TBAs into the main H2 carrier flow. An exposure mode of 1 s of TMGa exposure, 4 s of H2 purge, 4 s of
TBAs exposure, and another H2 purge of 4 s will be designated as a 1-4-4-4 exposure mode. ALE is performed at
480'C and LALE at 380'C. The 514.5 nm line of an Ar
ion laser is used for all LALE growths in this letter. The
laser beam is first expanded and then focused with a cylindrical lens to obtain suitable intensity over a narrow line of
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typical dimensions as 300 ^m wide and 4 nun long. A shutter consisting of a beam stop and a stepper motor is employed to control the timing of the laser illumination, i.e.,
both with respect to the duration of the illumination and to
the initiation of the TMGa exposure. The optical pulse is
typically 0.1 s duration.
To characterize material quality several types of structures were produced. For PL measurements, DHs and
QWs with ALE- or LALE-grown GaAs sandwiched between MOCVD Alo.3Gao.7As cladding layers were formed.
Capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements with a Schottky
junction formed by a Au or Ag dot used similar DHs as
well as samples with a thick (0.5 fim) top GaAs layer
grown by LALE. For secondary ion mass spectrometi^'^
(SIMS) profiling, multiple layer DHs with each ~700 A
thick GaAs layer using a different combination of precursors were produced. As a means of testing the quality of
the material for device applications, GRINSCH QW laser
structures were formed with the single GaAs QW (100 A)
grown by ALE or LALE.
For ALE study, suitable exposure modes obtained
from previous growth using TMGa and ASH3 were used
directly in the experiments using TBAs. QWs and DH
structures were grown with the central GaAs region by
ALE using TBAs at nominal V/IH ratios of 3 and 3.6. It
is more reasonable to use a V/III ratio pertaimng to the
ALE mode of operation, i.e., (V/III)ALE=(™O1'^ of
group V injected in a cycle)/(moles of group III injected
in a cycle). The corresponding (V/III)XLE ratios at a 1-44-4 mode are 12 for the QWs and 14.4 for the DH.
The final surface morphology of the QWs and DH
with the central GaAs region 200 monolayers thick (565
A) grown by ALE are featurelns as viewed by the naked
eye and under x 1000 optical microscope, indicating perfect layer-by-layer growth. Room-temperature PL can be
observed from these QWs and DH at moderate excitation,
as is shown by the dashed trace in Fig. 1 for a DH structure. The observation of intense room-temperature luminescence suggests that the materials and interfaces are of
reasonably good quality.
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FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra from DHs grown by ALE (dashed
line) and LALE (solid line) using TMGa and TBAs and by LALE using
TMGa and AsHj (dotted line). Note that the samples grown using TBAs
have ~ lOx higher PL efficiency.
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The safnples grown by LALE using TMGa and TBAs
are specular on and off the LALE stripe for typical flow
conditions which correspond to a nominal V/III ratio of
-0.64 if the TMGa and the TBAs were to be injected
simultaneously into the reactor and a (V/III)ALE as low as
2.5. This result is in accord with the results from MOCVD
using TMGa and TBAs where a V/III of approximately
unity could be used to obtain GaAs layers of good morphology.'"'*
Self-limiting LALE growth using TBAs occurs over a
similar range of laser intensities as those using AsHj, specifically from — 750 W/cm^ up to 1 kW/cm^ on bare N"*"
GaAs oriented 2° oflF (100) and thus is a direct replacement
for ASH3. Thin GaAs layers ( — 565 A) grown by LALE
using TBAs show intense photoluminescence emission at
room temperature. The solid and dotted lines in Fig. 1
compare typical PL spectra from DHs grown using TBAs
and ASH3, respectively. For both cases, the exposure
modes are 1-5-5-4 and the laser illumination durations are
0.1 s. GaAs layers using TMGa and TBAs show about
—7-10-fold higher PL efficiency than films grown
using TMGa and ASH3. In addition, the whole
Alo3Gao.7As/GaAs/Alo.3Gao7As structure for the TBAs
case exhibits a much lower rate of nonradiative recombination, as evidenced by the QW peak on the short wavelength side of the main peak. This peak originates from the
excess carriers diflFusing through the —1.7 /xm isolation
layer, and being captured by the conventional MOCVD
QW deliberately imbedded in the lower part of these DH
structures. This is a result of a low nonradiative recombination rate either in the LALE GaAs or at the interfaces or
both. Complete isolation was possible when the
Alo.3Gao.7As layer thickness was increased to about 2.5
fxm.
Figure 2 shows the results of C-V measurements. In
Fig. 2(a), the carrier concentration profile from a DH with
the central GaAs layer grown by LALE using TBAs is
compared to one with the GaAs layer grown using ASH3.
In the first case, no acceptor related impurity is detected
above the background level of the conventionally grown
Alo.3Gao.7As, i.e., /7~3X 10" cm~\ This is in contrast to
2419
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FIG. 2. C-V profiles of (a) the DH structures with GaAs grown by
LALE using TMGa and TBAs and TMGa and AsH, and (b) 0.5-;imthick GaAs grown by LALE using TMGa and TBAs and TMGa and
AsHj.

the appreciable amount of acceptors in the GaAs grown
using TMGa and ASH3. The C-K data from the measurements performed directly on the 0.5-/xm-thick LALE
grown GaAs are included in Fig. 2(b). The hole concentration is 3-4x 10'^ cm~^ for the material grown using
TMGa and ASH3 and between 1 and 2X lO'* cm~^ using
TMGa and TBAs.
This low-carbon contamination in the GaAs grown by
LALE using TMGa and TBAs is further confirmed by
SIMS measurements. Figure 3(a) shows the C, Al, and H
traces of SIMS profiles on a three-layer DH where the
drawing over the traces is meant to locate the approximate
boundaries of each layer. Only the GaAs layer grown by
LALE using TMGa and ASH3, layer (III), shows appreciable amounts of carbon relative to the background level
in the MOCVD grown Alo3Gao7As layers. The GaAs
layer grown by LALE using TMGa and TBAs, layer (II),
contains, at most, a level of carbon within the background
of the conventional MOCVD Alo.3Gao.7As layer on which
the LALE is performed. The smearing at the GaAs/
AlGaAs interfaces is believed to be a measurement artifact
because of the high acceleration potential of the primary
Cs beam that enhances ion-beam mixing yet is necessary
for sensitive carbon detection. In addition, the sputtered
area is larger than the dimension of the LALE stripe. In a
separate measurement of a sample grown by LALE using
TMGa and AsHj at different TMGa flow rates, Fig. 3(b),
an appreciable amount of carbon above the background
level is clearly seen while no interface carbon accumulation
is observed. The observed reduction in carbon contamination with the use of TBAs may be attributed to the abundance of species like AsH, on the growing surface from the
Chen et al.
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contamination as is evidenced by C-Fand SIMS measurements. Intense room-temperature photoluminescence response is observable from DHs grown by ALE and LALE,
indicating good optical quality and suitable interfaces between the ALE- or LALE-grown GaAs and the MCXJVDgrown Alo.3Gao.7As layers for device applications. Broad
area lasers are fabricated from GRIN-SCH structures with
the single QW grown by ALE and LALE using TMGa and
TBAs. Low-threshold current densities of 300 and 520 A/
cm^ are obtained for cases of ALE and LALE, respectively.
The use authors wish to acknowledge partial support
from the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDIO/IST) program monitored by ARO and from DARPA through the
National Center for Integrated Photonics Technology. The
Illinois authors wish to acknowledge support from the National Science Foundation (ECD 89-43166 and DMR 8920538). J. J. Alwan is supported in part by an Amoco
Fellowship.
400
Time(s)
FIG. 3. (a) SIMS profiles of a GaAs multilayer structure grown by
LALE using (I) TEGa and AsHj, (II) TMGa and TBAs, and (III)
TMGa and AsHj and (b) C and Al traces of a GaAs multilayer structure
grown by LALE using TMGa and AsHj under TMGa mole fractions of
(I) 4.0x10-*, (II) 3.3X10-', and (III) LOxlQ-*.

decomposition of TBAs.'^''* Unsaturated carboncontaining species are satxirated through reacting with the
AsH, and largely removed as stable and volatile molecules.
Broad area laser diodes have been successfully fabricated from structures grown by ALE and LALE using
TBAs. Threshold current densities as low as 300 A/cm^
(cavity length 744^m) were obtained for ALE-grown materials under pulsed testing conditions at a 10 kHz repetition rate. For LALE-grown materials, the threshold current densities were 520 A/cm^ (cavity length 675 /tm).
These are the lowest values reported for lasers with the
GaAs QW grown by ALE and LALE and also the first
demonstration of the device quality of GaAs grown by
ALE and LALE using TBAs. A similar structure grown
entirely by conventional MOCVD in the same reactor and
fabricated in parallel gives a threshold current density as
low as 225 A/cm^ for a 1010-jum-long device.
In conclusion, TBAs is observed to be a direct and
efficient replacement for ASH3 m ALE and LALE. GaAs
material grown by LALE using TBAs exhibits low carbon
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Growth and characterization of device quality GaAs produced by
laser-assisted atomic layer epitaxy using triethylgallium
Q. Chen and p. D. Dapkus
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Abstract
Triethylgallium is used in combination with arsine in selective area deposition of GaAs by laser-assisted atomic layer
epitaxy with the 514.5 nm line of an Ar ion laser. In addition to the much lower laser intensity required to achieve
monolayer self-limiting growth than that using trimethylgallium, an intense room temperature photoluminescence
response is observable from the double heterostructures of AIo.3Gao.7As/GaAs with the central GaAs grown by this
technique, indicating good quality of the GaAs material and interfaces. The GaAs also exhibits low C contamination levels as is evidenced by capacitance-voltage and secondary ion mass spectrometry measurements. GaAs and
Zn-doped p*-GaAs grown by laser-assisted atomic layer epitaxy are incorporated in broad area laser devices for the
first time. A threshold current density as low as 544 A cm"^ is obtained on a 570 ^m long device under pulsed testing
conditions at a 10 kHz repetition rate.

1. Introduction
Selective area growth by laser-assisted atomic layer
epitaxy (LALE) is an attractive technique for realizing
complex layer structures in optoelectronic integration.
Both trimethylgallium (TMGa) and triethylgallium
(TEGa) have been used in LALE studies [1-4]. A
systematic LALE study undertaken by us [5] has led to
the growth of device quality GaAs by LALE using
TMGa and AsHj. The need for further reduction in C
contamination in the epilayers was also indicated. C
contamination is not unconunon to the growth techniqiies involving the use of metal-organics at reduced
temperature. This may be the consequence of incomplete decomposition of the group III metal-organics
and/or the inefBciency of the group V hydrides at low
growth temperatures. Although it has been shown that
the growth conditions can be optimized to produce
device quality GaAs by LALE using TMGa and AsHj
[5], further improvement of the material quality is
expected only from a change in the growth chemistry by
using diiferent preou-sors.
In this paper, the use of TEGa as the group III
precursor in combination with AsH, as the group V
precursor in LALE of GaAs is reported. The low C
contamination obtainable from metal-organic chemical
vapor deposition (MOCVD) [6] and metal-organic
molecular beam epitaxy [7, 8] using TEGa makes it a
first candidate in the study aimed at reducing the
background impurity levels in the GaAs grown by
LALE. Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, capaci-

tance-voltage C-F measurement, and secondary ion
mass spectrometry (SIMS) have been utilized to assess
the quahty of GaAs grown by LALE using TEGa.
Through a correlation of the results from material
characterization and the growth control parameters,
suitable conditions for achieving monolayer self-limiting
LALE growth with device quality GaAs are established.
2. Experimental procedures
The LALE growth is performed in a switched flow
horizontal reactor operated at atmosplnric pmsme.
The schematics of the set-up and the sequence of ALE
operation are shown in Fig. 1. The alternate exposure

Beam
Manipulating
Components

Laser

Flush H;-^
Switched Flow -*•

Any Shape
Fig. 1. The schematics of the LALE experimental set-up and the
sequence of LALE operations.
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of substrates to TEGa and AsH, is achieved by temporal switching of the TEGa and AsHj into a main carrier
H, that is flowing continuously through the main chamber of the reactor. The gas handling system and the
reactor tube are so designed that both conventional
MOCVD and LALE can be performed in a single run
oF hybridized growth. The optical access is provided by
a quartz window situated above the susceptor. A separate stream of H, is used to' protect the window from
fogging. The laser beam from the 514.5 nm line of an
Ar ion laser is first expanded and then refocused with a
cylindrical lens producing typical beam dimensions of
about 10 mm long and about 300 ]m. wide. A chopper
mechanism consisting of a beam stop and a computerized stepper motor is utilized to control the timing of
laser illumination. Laser pulse durations from 0.03 s to
I s have been used. It was found previously [9] that the
overlap between group III injection and the laser pulse
was necessary to obtain monolayer self-limiting growth.
For growth studies, a narrow line is deposited with
300 LALE cycles and the thickness is measured by a
stylus profilometer. PL, C-V. and SIMS measurements
are used to characterize the optical quality and the C
contamination. The samples for PL measurement are
double heterostructures (DHs) with the central GaAs
region (570 A) grown by LALE using TEGa and the
barrier layers grown by conventional MOCVD using
TMGa, trimethylaluminum, and AsHj. C-P' measurement was performed with the Schottky contacts formed
directly on top of the 0.5 nm thick GaAs grown by
LALE on either the bare n'--GaAs(IOO) substrates or
on the buffer layer of AlojGao^As grown by MOCVD
on such substrates. A similar DH structure is used also
for SIMS measurement whereby multiple GaAs layers
are grown by LALE using a different combination of
precursors and the C contamination is studied. LALE
was carried out at a substrate bias temperature of about
330 °C. The TEGa source is kept at 20 °C. The accompanying conventional MOCVD growths were carried
out at 750 °C.
3. Experimental results
Shown in Fig. 2 is the laser intensity dependence of
LA.LE growth rate (in monolayers (MLs) per cycle) for
different illumination times. For a given illumination
time, the LALE growth rate will depend on the laser
intensity at low intensity range before it reaches
1 ML cycle-'. At very high laser intensity, on the contrary, LALE growth tends to result in rough morphology with the formation of a polycrystalFine deposit.
There exists a range of laser intensities with which
1 ML cycle-' of LALE growth can be obtained. The
onset of the monolayer growth defines a threshold

Laser Intensity (W/cm*)

Fig. 2. Laser intensity dependence of LALE growth rate for different
illumination times. The lines are drawn to aid the eyes.

60-r
polycrystalline

submonolayer
02

0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
Illumination Time (s)

12

Fig- 3. The illumination for monolayer self-limiting LALE growth,
The phase of monolayer LALE operation is obtainable only in the
area bounded by the two lines.

intensity for monolayer self-limiting LALE growth at
the specific illumination duration. The product of this
threshold intensity and the illumination time gives a
threshold energy deposit for each LALE cycle (m joules
per square centimeter per cycle). Such energy flux for
different illumination times is plotted in Fig. 3. The
aproximate upper bound of LALE monolayer growth is
also given by the broken line based on the 0.1 s iUrnnination data in Fig. 2. The point labeled with the square
is from work by Meguro and Aoyagi [10]. The plot
given in Fig. 3 defines a "phase boundary" of LALE
operation within which monolayer LALE growth can
be obtained.
Because of the much lower intensity required to
achieve monolayer LALE growth in this case than in the
case using TMGa, heating effects are greatly reduced. As
a result, the lateral definition of the LALE deposit is
more abrupt as is shown in Fig. 4 by the full line of the
typical cross-sectional profile across LALE stripes as
compared with the profile obtained from a stripe grown

200 n

I-*—-i-*-t

Fig. 4. Typical thickness profiles across LALE stripes grown using
TEGa (
) and TMGa (••■).
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Fig. 5. LALE growth rate as a function of TEGa flux, showing
self- limiting growth with respect to TEGa exposure.

using TMGa. This is one of the advantages in using
TEGa as the source material.
The LALE growth rate (in monoiayers per cycle) as
a function of TEGa flux per cycle for the same TEGa
exposure time of 1.5 s is plotted in Fig. 5. In contrast to
thermal ALE using TEGa where no self-limitinig is
observable, monolayer self-limiting growth is observed
in LALE with respect to TEGa input. This is a strong
argument that LALE is not simply the result of localized heating.
Typical room temperature PL spectra from DHs with
the central GaAs grown by LALE are shown in Fig. 6
for samples grown using TEGa and TMGa. The intense
PL response at room temperature under moderate excitation indicates good quahty of the GaAs material and
the interfaces. Better PL efficiency is generally obtained
in the case of using TEGa despite the lower substrate
bias temperature of 330 "C as compared with 380 "C in
the case of using TMGa.
In addition, LALE GaAs layers grown to thicknesses
up to 0.5 Jim were depleted through even at zero bias. A
low zero bias capacitance (5 pF) allows us to estimate
the background carrier concentration to be /> $4 x
lO'^cm"^ using a built-in potential of 1.4 V. This low
600

800

1000

Fig. 7. The SIMS C and Al traces through the structure with the
multilayered GaAs region grown by LALE using TEGa and AsHj
(layer a), TMGa and TBAs (layer b). and TMGa and AsHj (layer c).

doping level is accompanied by the fact that Schottky
contacts can be formed on top of the GaAs grown by
LALE using TEGa with a reverse breakdown voltage
as high as 20 V. Direct evidence of C reduction comes
from our SIMS measurement as is shown in Fig. 7. The
C level in the layer grown using TEGa and AsHs (layer
a) was not observed above the background level of the
Alo.3Gao.7As layers used to isolate the LALE GaAs
layers. On the contrary, an appreciable amount of C
was detected in the layer grown using TMGa and
ASH3. Growth chemistry is shown to have a substantial
influence on the C incorporation in LALE as well as in
MOCVD.
The influence of growth conditions on material quality is studied by observing the change in the PL
efficiency of the same DH structures grown by LALE
under different Conditions. The results are summarized
in Table 1. First, we see that the PL efficiency is
improved by using higher laser intensity. It should be
noted here that both intensities listed are'withm: the
intensity window for monolayer self-limiting growth.
The use of multiple pulses is also seen to improve the
PL efficiency. Although the second pulse is triggered
0.5 s after the cut-off of the first pulse and therefore is
still overlapping with the 1.5 s TEGa injection pulse, it
TABLE 1. The influence of growth parameters on the photoluminescence efficiency
Growth Parameters

7800

8000

8200

8400

8600

8800

9000

Effect on PL Efficiency

Laser intensity
(76=»1l9W/cm2)

improved

Number of Pulses
(0.1 =» 2x0.1 s)

improved

TEGa Exposure
(0.45 => 1.3 fimol)

Reduced

9200

Wavelength (A)
Fig. 6. Room temperature PL spectra from DHs with the central
GaAs region grown by LALE using TEGa and TMGa in combination with AsH,.
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causes no additional thickness increase exceeding
I ML cycle"'. Furthermore, the PL efficiency is reduced
with increasing TEGa exposure despite the fact that
1 ML cycle"' is obtained by virtue of the self-limiting
behavior. This suggests that the ranges of TEGa exposure for material of good quality are narrower than
those for obtaining monolayer self-limiting LALE
growth.
The material characterization data presented above
suggest the suitability of the quality of the GaAs material grown by LALE and the interfaces from hybridized
growth for device application. We incorporated a single
quantum well (QW) of size 100 A grown by LALE
using TEGa into the graded index separate confinement
heterostmcture (GRINSCH) laser structures. To exploit fully the strength of LALE for in situ fabrication,
we have also employed Zn-doped p^-GaAs (200 A
thick) as the topmost layer to facilitate the alignment in
locating the LALE QW region during device processing
while providing good ohmic contact between the metal
electrodes and the semiconductor. The whole device
structure was formed in a single run with four temperature steps. The lower cladding layers (the n side) of the
structure were grown first at 750 'C by conventional
MOCVD. The substrate temperature was then reduced
to 330 °C to carry out the LALE. The top cladding
layers (the p side) were again grown at 750 °C. The
LALE doping was carried out at 330 'C with the simultaneous injection of TEGa and diethylzinc. The devices
were tested at room temperature with no deliberate heat
sinking under pulsed conditions at a 10 kHz repetition
rate. The device quality of the material and interfaces
grown by LALE using TEGa is demonstrated for the
first time with a threshold current density as low as
544 A cm-- for a cavity length of 570 jim.
4. Discussion
The laser intensity dependence of LALE growth rate
shown in Fig. 2 for TEGa is similar to that for TMGa
[9] except that the threshold intensity for obtaining
1 ML cycle"' is much (about an order of magnitude)
lower. At such a low laser intensity as around
1(X)W cm"-, laser induced heating is negligible. The
contribution to LALE from localized heating can be
ignored. Two other mechanisms are the surface photochemical reaction and the photocatalytic reaction. In a
surface photochemical reaction, the molecular orbitals
of the surface adsorbates are so modified that their
absorption edge is shifted towards lower photon energy
than that of the free molecules. For a purely single-photon event, the photons required to produce just I ML
of surface Ga species should be a constant independent
of the manner with which the photons are delivered.

This is not the case as has been shown in Fig. 3. More
photons are used to produce 1 ML of surface Ga
species when they are delivered at lower intensity for a
longer time. In a photocatalytic reaction, the surface
electronic states of the semiconductor are so modified
that the surface provides one or more reaction pathway(s) for the reacting molecules to pass at a reduced
energy barrier. By using an AlAs top layer to isolate the
photocatalytic effect due to laser-induced charge transfer, Meguro and Aoyagi [ 10] showed that LALE can be
initiated by the direct absorption of photons by the
chemisorbed alkylgallium. In a more general case, both
effects may be present as soon as the LALE GaAs
becomes thick enough.
The reduction in C incorporation in the GaAs film
grown by LALE using TEGa relative to that using
TMGa is a result of different reaction mechanisms. The
details of TEGa and TMGa decomposition on GaAs
surfaces are still being developed. A comparison cai be
made only by inferring the mechanism from their gas
phase decomposition behavior. One of the expected
decomposition products from TEGa is CH* as opposed to a radical CHj in the case of TMGa. The stable
C2H4 is much less reactive and less likely to be involved
in processes resulting in C incorporation. The p-eslimination model of TEGa decomposition leads to Ga
species free of C. This is another advantage of using
TEGa in LALE. However, because of the low stability
of TEGa, the substrate temperature must be low in
order to avoid homogeneous decomposition and to
obtain selective area growth. This low substrate temperature may eventually become the limiting factor for
achieving higher quality materials.
Both an increase in laser intensity and the use of
additional laser pulses increase the number of photons
irradiating the surface in each cycle. The excess photons, although not inducing further deposition in excess
of 1 ML cycle"', are shown to be effective in hnproving
the PL efficiency of the GaAs by LALE. The detailed
mechanism for such improvement is not understood,
possibly because of enhanced surface species mobility
that promotes perfect lattice site registry. Excess TEGa
exposure on the contrary causes not only more C to be
trapped in the film but also more defects that act as the
non-radiative recombination centers. More work is
needed to unravel the nature of the defects.
5. Conclusions
LALE using TEGa and AsH, as precursors is studied. It is found that much lower intensity is required to
achieve monolayer self-limiting LALE growth in this
case than that using TMGa. Because of the reduced
heating effect at low intensity. LALE using TEGa
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We report measurements of strained InGaAs/GaAs quantum well laser diodes with electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma etched mirrors that are passivated and smoothed with a novel
technique involving the selective area growth of GaAs by vacuum atomic layer epitaxy. The
threshold current of as-cleaved, etched, and passivated devices has been studied and a significant
improvement in mirror feedback is shown with the passivation and smoothing of etched mirrors
oriented along the [001] planes. 9 1994 American Institute of Physics.

Etched mirrors for semiconductor laser diodes are
needed for optoelectronic integration where monolithic
placement of several lasers, waveguides, couplers, and transistors in a single opto-electronic integrated circuit (OEIC) is
desired. Anisotropic dry-etching techniques such as reactive
ion etching (RIB), ion milling (IM), and reactive ion beam
etching (RIBE) have been investigated.' However, these processes owe a considerable part of their anisotropy to the
physical etching caused by an intense ion bombardment that
results either from the explicit nature of the process, as in the
case of the last two techniques, or from the rf induced selfbias in the RIE case. In the presence of this physical etching,
surface damage and roughness is expected and a degradation
of mirror feedback can result. An alternative, potentially less
damaging, dry-etching technique utilizes ECR plasma etching in which a GHz microwave source and high magnetic
field confines electrons and efficiently ionizes the etchant
gases widi a much smaller plasma self-bias.^ Results of preliminary work using this approach encourage us to employ
ECR to etch high quality mirrors.''
In this letter we report passivation of ECR defined mirrors by growth of thin GaAs layers using vacuum atomic
layer epitaxy (V-ALE)* We show that V-ALE, which is a
low-temperature, hi^y selective, and monoiayer-controllable technique, is well matched to GOT purpose. The refiiactory metal tungsten is used both as a self-aligned contact
and as a selective area growth mask. The tungsten process is
compatible with existing very large scale integration (VLSI)
metal insulator semiconductor field effect transistor (MISFET) technology and hence suitable for OEIC applications.
In this woric we investigate several laser dUodes fiibricated from the same wafer. The laser diode structure consists
of a strained InGaAs/GaAs single quantum well graded index separated confinement heterostructure (GRINSCH)
grown epitaxially by metaloiganic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD) on a (lOO)-OTiented substrate. The epitaxial layers
are shown in Table I. The quantum well is designed and
measured to provide gain in the wavelength range between
0.92 Aim<X<1.01 fjm and below 0.92 nm for n = l and
«=2 transitions, respectively.
Following epitaxial growth the sample was removed
from the growth chamber and a 1000-A-thick electron-beam
evaporated tungsten layer was deposited over the wafer. 501748
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Aon-wide stripes separated by 250 (jxa were photolithographically defined and excess ningsten dry etched in a CF4
plasma. The devices were then isolated using ECR etching in
chlorine gas to remove the /7'^-doped GaAs cap layer between the tungsten metal stripes. Next, the sample was photolithographically patterned and a 5-/tm-deep-EGRr etch-resulted in vertical mirror faces. Figure 1 shows a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) micrograph of the as-etched mirror. The cavity length of the laser is Lc=200 /xm.
Passivation and smoothing of the mirrors is achieved
using selective area growth in a V^ALE chamber described
elsewhere.'* In this experiment the tungsten stripes are used
to mask epitaxial growth. The substrate was heated up to
620 "C for thermal cleaning and then cooled down to 530 "C
for the growth sequence. The process cycle consists of trimethytgallium (TMGa) injection for 0.2 s followed by 4 s
pumping, 2 s teitiarybutylarsine TBAs injection, and 2 s
pumping. The exposure levels of TMGa and TBAs were
0.8 X10"* and 8.6 X 10~* mole/s, respectively. This cycle was
repeated 40 times to result in the growth of approximately
300 A of GaAs on a (100) plane.
Finally, low-resistance oiunic contact nietallizatiim is
achieved using electto|dating. First the bade sideris piated^^
with Au/Sn and alloyed in H2 atmosphere for 15 s at 420 "C.
Following this, the tungsten stripes and the back /i-type conTABLE I. Layer structure for the lasers used in this study.

Material
GaAs
AlojGaojAs
AlojGaojAsAIojGafl,7As grade
GaAs
In«.2GaojAs
GaAs
AlojGao.7AsAlojGao,5As grade
AI,jGa«jAs
GaAs
GaAs

0003-6951/94/65(14)/1748/3/$6.00

concentration
(em-^)

Thickness
(/an)
0.1
1.5
0.2

p=SX\0'*
;>=5X10"

0.0150
0.0095
0.0150
0.2

i
I
i
i

1.5
0.2
Substrate

/

«=5X10"
«=2XI0'»
/j=2XI0'*

© 1994 American Institute of Physics
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tact are plated with a thick Au layer. The series resistance of
completed devices is less than 3 ft at /= /^.
As a reference, part of the same wafer was also processed with conventional cleaved mirrors along [011] planes.
Threshold current versus cavity length along with the measured emission wavelength range for these cleaved devices is
shown in Fig. 2(a). As commonly observed in this type of
gain medium, the threshold current increases rapidly for
Z,c<400 /jm. In this range, as the cavity length reduces, the
laser threshold becomes more dependent on the mirror
losses. The needed increase in peak gain results in laser
emission at shorter wavelengths. Using the logarithmic gain
approach a transparency current of 152 A/cm^ at X.= 1 /an is
estimated from this data. This good material quality inc&cates
that laser performance is determined primarily by device processing issues.
We investigated the influence on mirror feedback witii
etched, passivated, and conventional cleaved nurrois for
Lc=200 /an. This relatively short cavity length ensures that
laser threshold current is sensitive to minor quality [see Fig.
2(a)]. Table II summarizes our results. Lasers with conventional cleaved mirrors exhibit an /a,=85 mA (7^1=0.85
kA cm~^) current threshold with emission wavelength at
\=0.94 /an. The current threshold after ECR etching mirrors
shows an average value of around I^= 150 mA {J^= 1.5 kA
cm~^) indicating mirror degradation. Comparing this degraTABLE II. Average room-temperature threshold current and threshold ctirrent density for lasers at difieient stages of processing.
Threshold current
/di(niA)

As cleaved
ECR etched
ECR etched plus
passivation [Oil]
ECR etched plus
passivation [001]

85 •

Threshold current
density (kA/cra*)

150
180

0.85
1.50
1.80

97

0.97
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FIG. I. SEM micrograph of the ECR etched laser mirror. The Au plated W
contact layer is visible to the left of the image.
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FIG. 2. (a) Room-temperature threshold current vs cavity length for lasers
with cleaved mirrors. The lasing wavelength is shown for £c=200 yai and
£.c= 1000 foa.. The laser stripe width is 50 /on. (b) Room-temperanue L-l
characteristic for a laser with ECR etched mirrors and V-ALE passivation
along the [001] crystal planes. i,c-=200 ym and stripe width is 50 /on. The
inset shows the laser spectrum measured for a drive cunent of /=2/d,.
Optical emission peaics at wavelength X=0.94 lan and spectrometer resolution is 5 nm.

dation with that caused by other dry-etching techniques is
inappropriate because previously published results use either
longer cavity devices, cleaved-etched hybrid structures, postetching passivation, and/or dielectric coatings.^'* With the
V-ALE passivation of ECR etched samples with mirrors
aligned in the [Oil] plane we observe a further increase in
threshold to around /,h=180 mA (y,h=l-8 kAcm"^) while
after V-ALE regrowth on the [001] mirrors an improvement
in current threshold is achieved. Threshold current as low as
/u,=97 mA (y,h=0.97 kA cm~^) is obtained in the latter case
Frateschi A al.
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1=2!,f, with peak emission at wavelength X=0.94 fan.
The degradation observed for dry-etched mirrors aligned
along conventional [Oil] cleave planes is probably a result of
the strong crystal orientation dependence on surface reaction
in ALE growth. It is this dependence which helps create a
high spatial growth selectivity when using the tungsten stripe
as a growth mask. On the odier hand, the growth characteristics in crystallographic planes of different chemical nature
is severely affected. While [001] planes are single atomic
planes with more stable double bonds connecting the arriving As atoms to the Ga plane, [011] planes have 50% As and
50% Ga with the As atoms of a layer being weakly adsorbed
by a single bond. High As desorption and consequently slow
ALE growth rate results in the [Oil] planes as demonstrated
by Isshiki etal.'' Therefore, given an etched [Oil] mirror,
ALE growth will tend to occur more readily on the exposed
[001] surfaces associated with roughness of a nonperfect
etch. In this situation three dimensional defects are enhanced. For growth on the etched [001] plane the opposite is
expected witii the [Oil] surfaces associated with roughness
being suppressed by V-ALE growth such that both good passivation and good smoothing is obtained. To verify the
growth morphology in these two planes we grew a 5000 A
layer by V-ALE on samples etched along these two orientations. The SEM image in Fig. 3(a) shows the smooth growth
that results in the [001] planes after the ALE growth. Figure
3(b) shows the growth for the [Oil] plane where the enhancement of the etching defects and consequent surface
roughness is evident.
In conclusion, the performance of InGaAs/GaAs quantum well Fabiy-Perot lasers with ECR etched minors can be
significantly improved by using selective V-ALE growth to
passivate and smooth the mirrors. Improved mirror smoothing and passivation is found to occur on [001] crystal planes
while suurface roughness increases on [Oil] planes.

(a)

FIG. 3. SEM microgmto showing V-ALE growth morphology on vetti(aUy etched GaAs munn; (a) mimM-in the [001] ciystal plane, (b) minor in

the [on] plane.
indicating a reflectivity very close to the cleaved mirror
value. Figure 2(b) depicts typical light-current (I-/) characteristics for the lasers with [001] passivated mirrors. The
inset in Fig. 2(b) shows the lasing spectrum at current
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